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On-Off-On Spring Concert Drops 12,000
Confusion, Irregular Practices Mar Management
By Michael Preston and
Steven Elmendorf

McDonald's ledgers show that
the concert, which featured
recording artists, Pure Prarie
Figures revealed recently for League and Pousette-Dart Band,
the Student Government Planning was presented at a total cost of
Board sponsored Pure Prarie $16,232, while total revenue from
League concert, held at Ferris ticket sales was only $3,900.
Athletic Center last May, indicate J McDonald stated that the $12,321
that the controversial concert deficit was absorbed by the SGPB,
incured a deficit upwards of which drew funds from its various
$12,000, and that deficient record accounts to cover the loss.
keeping allows the possibility that
SGPB members and Student
as much as $500 to $800 may Services coordinators of the
remain unaccounted for.
concert concede that no records of
Student
Accounts
Ad- ticket sales or cash management
ministrator, Patricia McDonald, for the event were ever kept.
indicated that expense and revenue Current SGPB co-chairmen,
figures for the concert were not Michael Siraco and John Chandler
compiled until late September acknowledge that no ticket stubs or
when she was approached on the surplus tickets were retained, nor
issue by Tripod reporters.
was an exact count of paid at"When I went through all my tendance ever made.
accounts for the concert and added
Delinquent record keeping for
up the figures, I realized what a various aspects of the concert has
mess we had" said McDonald, who obscured the circuitous channels
is responsible for administration of through which cash from ticket
th<5 M28.000 Student Activities sales were handled. Specific cash
budget.
management procedures for the

' 79 Fellows Posted
By Steven Elmendorf
President Lockwood announced last week that 27 members of the class of 1979 have been
chosen as President's fellows. One
fellow is appointed from each
academic department and program
for the honor, first established in
1974.
The fellows meet periodically
with President Lockwood and
various faculty and administrator
to discuss education and other
topics, According to Lockwood the

purpose of the program is two-fold.
First to recognize outstanding
senior majors, and secondly to
bring together a group to discuss
the "strengths and weaknesses of
the College program." Lockwood
is interested in the fellows prspectives on Trinity and on the
"common problems of society."
The majors chosen as fellows
are not necessarily those with the
highest grade point averages but
according to Lockwood, "the most
promising" students in the major.

-PRESIDENT'S FELLOWS 1978-79
Department
Fine Arts (Art History)
Fine Arts (Studio Arts)
Biology
Chemistry
Biochemistry
Classics
Economics
Education
Engineering
Computer Coordinate
English
History
Mathematics
Modern Languages
Philosophy
Physics
Political Science
Psychology
Religion
Sociology

Nominee
David N.Duncan
R. Clay Kanzler
D. Holmes Morton
Dianne L. Rosentrater
Andrew J. Castelle
Sarah M. Wright
T. Michael Preston
Sidney A. Rowell
Frederic H. Borgenicht
Francis P. Cart
Mary Kittredge
Andrew H. Walsh
Lester D. Nelson
Robert F.Hurlock
Stuart L. Cohen
Eric R. Fossum
MarkR.Vibert
Joseph F. Longofono, Jr.
Susan L. Tananbaum
Vicki L. Swanson

Programs
American Studies
Dance
IDP
' Intercultural Studies
Theatre Arts
U&E Studies
Music

David P. Rosenblatt
Mona A. Daleo
Thomas Harkins.
Jeffrey M. Dayno
Paul E. Christensen
Frederick C. Buffum
Susan E. Matthew

concert have been pieced together
pay a number of student security
from the frequently unclear and concert. Szala noted that other
occasionally inconsistent memory stipends were paid in check form to
of participants, leaving unex- student workers when her $200 was
plained a possible discrepancy exhausted. Szala states that the
between revenue figures shown on cash given to her by McCarthy had
Treasurer's office ledgers and been ticket revenue removed from
revenue which should have been the cash box the night of the
generated by the number of paying concert. McCarthy confirmed that
students believed to have been in Szala "had been given $200 for
attendance by coordinators.
payments to student security
According to SGPB members guards.
and Charles McCarthy, former
An additional unrecorded sum
Director of Student Services, paid of cash was removed from the cash
attendance at the concert was box the night of the concert for
between 900 and 1000 students.' miscellaneous expenses, said
Student tickets sold for $5.00,
Chandler. Chandler stated that "a
bringing potential revenue from
maximum of $100" would be a
the concert to $4,500 to $5,000,
reasonable estimate of these exshort of the total deposited at the penses, which he said might have
Treasurer's office by $600 to $1,000. included such items as extension
cords, or beer for the band.
Chandler, who was in charge of
ticket sales for the concert, stated
In addition, Chandler and Ken
that there were 1000 student tickets feinswog, who was chairman of
printed. He recalled that as many
SGPB at the time of the concert,
as 100 of these tickets wre not sold, say that it is possible that .$100
noting that approximately 40 from Pure Prarie League advance
tickets were given out as com- ticket sales was removed from te
plimentary passes, while 50 or 60 cash box on April'28 in order to pay
were returned unsold from St. a local band which the SGPB hired
Joseph's College.
late that day. No record of this
Part of the discrepancy has payment exists, and the band could
been attributed to cash payments not be reaced for comment.
made to student workers at the
In the absence of precise
concert, and to miscellaneous cash figures for paid attendance, and
expenses for the bands. Records with no records to estimate cash
for these expenses were never kept. expenses accurately, SGPB
Roberta Szala, '81, a Student members and McCarthy have been
Services worker, said that she was unable to ascertain whether the
given $200 in cash by McCarthy to $3,900 shown on McDonald's

ledgers is an appropriate total for
concert revenue.
Efforts to trace the cash from
ticket sales have repeatedly been
mired by poor records and faulty
memory on the part of coordinators. Conflicting accounts of
cash management procedures have
arisen from SGPB members and
McCarthy. Chandler empahsized
that coordination of the concert'
"became very confused" when
McCarthy assigned a team of
Student Services employees to
assist SGPB in management of the
event.
The SGPB had been planning a
major spring concert as early as the
fall of 1977. In February, the
student body approved a loan of
$6,000 from the Student Government Scholarship Fund to help
finance the event. The Planning
Board then proceeded to schedule
a major concert for May 5, which
was to be held in the Field House
and' open, to non-students. - Two weeks before the concert
was to be held, McCarthy announced
the
College ad- "
ministrations' decision to cancel
the event, citing inadequate
preparation and ofhsr problems.
,(See story, Page 2).
The following week, McCarthy
announced that the concert was to
take place after all. After the
cancellation, the College had been
threatened with a lawsuit by Pure
cont. on page 2

Mid East Conflict Debated

by Andrew Walsh
Polite verbal brawling was the
order of the day when a representative of the Palestinian Liberation Organization and a pro-Israeli
"realist" met to debate the Middle
Eastern situation Thursday in Unit
A in the Ferris Athletic Center.
Dr. Hatem Hussaini, director of
the PLO's Palestine Information
Office in Washington, D.C. and
David Schoenbrun, a former CBS
foreign correspondent and commentator squared off in a debate
sponsored by the student Government Planning Board and the
World Affairs Association. About
400 students and a small flock of
local media figures gathered to
hear the exchange of views.
Each debater was allowed 20
minutes to make a general statement of views, a period of rebuttal
followed before the debaters took
questions from the floor. History
professor H. McKim Steele moderated the debate.
Hussaini began his opening
remarks by saying that he came as
a representative of the 4 million
Palestinians who exist "scattered
and stateless as refugees living in
despair."
He recounted being driven from
his home city, Jerusalem, as a boy
in the dislocations of the war of
1948, and began to give a brief
overview of the Palestinian pers-

pective on the recent history of the mately 1.5 million refugees from
Near East. Hussaini opened his ' the 1948 war living in surrounding
history by quoting a modern Israeli Arab nations and the 1.5 million
writter's complaints about the living on the occupied west bank of
injustices meeted out by the Israeli the Jordan River and Gaza Strip
government ot the Palestinians and living under direct military occupaquoted the neneteenth century tion by the Israeli army.
Zionist Herzel as saying that the
Hussaini said that the Israeli
Jews should move into Palestine, government claimed that the occu"use the native Arabs to clear the pation was a benevolent one, but
swamps and then spirit them over claimed that "there is nothing
the border."
benevolent about occupations." He
He said the the Zionist viewed added that the Palestinians live
the Palestinian Arabs as a people "oppressed by an alien state—they
with no attachment to the soil. He are not Jews, not equal citizens but
claimed that the Zionist were not Israel controls them none-thepeaceful men, that the Zionist less." He said that even those
organizations, the Irgun, the Ha- Palestinians living within Israel
ganah, and the Stern Gang had were legally discrimated against.
used force to disposses Arabs of
He commended the stand of
.their land and attacked Palestinian President Carter in his recognition
villages and towns to depopulate of the rights of the Palestinian
them in the years before the people—and asked how- can a
independence of Israel in 1947.
people survive without a state,
Hussaini said that the Palestin- without a nation.
Hussaini said that creation of
ian people had been ' 'wiped off the
political map in 1948," but that the Zionist state was based upon a
wrong, the destruction of the Jews
they would not go away.
He divided the Palestinian into in the 1940's, but added that the
three groups: the approximately existence of a Zionist state in the
300,000 Palestinians who live with- Palestinian homeland had been
in the pre-1967 • boundaries of a second injustice. He claimed that
Israel, "who live under under the PLO, which he described as the
military government and are legitimate government of Plaestindenied basic military and human ians, holds no ill feeling against the
rights and hang like a moral Jewish people get ae, only against
millstone around the necks of the
cont on page 3 .
. ,
Israeli government," the approxi-
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Sloppy Organization Hampered Concert
case, saying that he 'would take it briefcase before the concert.
In addition to contradictory
home, or take care of it.'
Prarie League's promoter on a
Treasurer's office records accounts of cash handling before
breach of contract charge. As a
indicate that $1,200 from advance the concert, further discrepancies
result, administrators decided to go
ticket sales was deposited by and inconsistencies have arisen
ahead with a scaled down version
Chandler on Wednesday, May 3, between McCarthy's and other
of the concert, to be held in Unit A
two days before the concert. participants' recollection of cash
of Ferris and open only to students.
Chandler believes that he had management during and after the
When McC arthy announced
turned the cash over to McCarthy concert.
that the concert was to proceed, he
McCarthy and SGPB members
prior to May 3. He stated that prior
assigned a team of Student Services
to that date, he had not known how agree that on the night of the
employees, which he termed the
to make a deposit at the concert, tickets were sold at the
"emergency rescue unit", to help
Treasurer's office and therefore door of Unit A by Planning Board
SGPB members manage the affair.
gave the money to McCarthy for members. When a large sum of
Chandler now maintains that
cash accumulated at the gate,
safe keeping.
the input of the Student Services
bundles of cash were delivered by
Chandler
stated
that
McCarthy
workers served largely to confuse
Student Services workers with
coordination efforts by creating a had been worried that a large security guard escort to a safe in
number
of
students
held
the
dual mangement of the concert.
Mather Hall.
"It just became very confusing, combination to the safe in Mather
Two Student Services workers,
Hall.
He
indicated
that
for
this
because there were two groups
Richard Bangs, '80, and Kareen
reason,
McCarthy
had
spoken
of
managing the affair, both claiming
Harris, '78, confirm that they made
that the other didn't know what it taking the money home for safe
keeping. McCarthy recently stated deliveries of cash from Ferris to a
was doing", said Chandler.
that as many as 50 people may have safe in Mather. Harris recalls
At present, SGPB members and had the combination to the safe. making as many as three trips^to
McCarthy maintain widely difKen Feinswog, '78, who was the safe, while Bangs remembers
fering accounts of who had
making "at least two" trips.
SGPB
chairman at the time of the
responsibility for cash management
Bangs stated that Harris and a
concert,
stated
that
he
recalls
in particular. McCarthy recalls that
security guard accompanied him
having
been
in
McCarthy's
office
advance ticket sales, and cash
on each of his deliveries. He added
management for those sales were prior to the concert when
that it had been necessary for
McCarthy
spoke
of
having
counted
handled strictly by SGPB memHarris to accompany him to the
concert
money
at
home
with
his
bers, and that he and Student
safe, for he did not have the
Services workers had no contact father-in-law.
combination and Harris did,
.
,
*
with that aspect of the concert.
Harris recalls that on only one
McCarthy
denies
having
had
• "We didn't have anything to do
of her deliveries was she joined by
any
involvement
with
cash
from
with that stuff", said McCarthy,
a male student worker whom she
Chandler indicated that ad- advance ticket sales. In a telpdid not know at the time. She
phone
interview
on
Saturday,
vance ticket sales were not only
stated that she was "not aware that
closely monitored by Student McCarthy stated, "I have no idea
anyone else was making trips" to
what
happened
to
the
cash."
Services workers, but also that he
the safe.
recalls handing over approximately McCarthy stressed that it is "not
true"
that
he
carried
advance
sales
Harris believes that when she
$1000 in cash to McCarthy for safe
keeping prior to the show. money home, adding, "I will be received the cash at Ferris for each
Chandler maintains that he happy to confront them on that." delivery, it had already been
"I was frequently on Feinswog's counted and placed in an envelope.
delivered the money to McCarthy's
case
before the concert for him to She noted that she did not know
office where he and McCarthy
counted it. He further recalls that get whatever cash he had to the who had counted the money, and
McCarthy placed the money in an Treasurer's office", said McCarthy. she believes that the total cash
envelope, and that McCarthy then He added that no one had ever delivered by her was "no less than
placed the envelope in his brief- counted any money in his office, $500."
nor had money gone into his
Szala, who said that she was a
'gofer' the night of .the concert,
recalls having seen McCarthy
counting money at Ferris with Dan
Kehoe, '78, who was concert stage
Last spring's Pure Prairie League-Pousette-Dart Band concert
manager.
,
was the most ambitious Student Government Planning Board
Kehoe, contacted in Belgium,
sponsored eventinrecentyears.
stated that he does not recall ever
According to the SGPB's original intentions, the concert was to be
having counted money from the
held in the Field House at Ferris Athletic Center, with an expected
concert.
seating capacity of 2500. The plan called for admission of
Bangs stated that, "If the money
non-students, with public advertising and ticket distribution at
was counted at the gym, it was a
outlets around Hartford./
rough count." He recalls that on
The planning Board had budgeted approximately $18,000 for the
each trip to Mather,, he and Harris
concert, expecting $15,000; in ticket sales and an expenditure of
brought the cash into then
$3000 of Planning Board funds. In a referendum last February
Assistant Director of Student
students overwhelmingly approved a loan of $6000 from the student
Services, Wayne Asmus' office for
Government scholarship fund in order to help fund the concert.
an exact count. Bangs stated that
The Pure Prarie League contract, which included a $7500 fee for
the sum from each delivery was
the band and an extensive list of specific preparation conditions,
counted by him and Harris and
was signed in early March by then Director of Student Services
placed in an envelope. He added
Charles McCarthy. The specific preparation conditions which
that the total for each was written
included such things as large amounts of food and liquor, were
on a piece of paper and sealed
deemed excessive by McCarthy but he felt they could be met. No
inside the envelope. No spearate
contract had yet been signed with Pousett-Dart.
ledger of the sum from each
On April 21, McCarthy announced that the concert was to be
delivery was kept.
cancelled owing to what administrators judged to be inadequate
None of the SGPB or Student
preparation, security problems and other coordination difficulties.
Services workers contacted recall
A primary reason cited by administrators for the cancellation was
the total gate receipts every having
that 2500 people in the Field House would pose a fire hazard.
been counted that night.
Administrators were also disturbed at the prospect of large
In further discussion with
numbers of non-Trinity students being present at the concert.
McCarthy, the former Director of
McCarthy said at the time that "The situation was a potential
Student Services conceded having
disaster. The College has no physical capabilities to handle this kind
taken home for safe keeping, cash
of situation." SGPB members responded that the administration
from the sale of tickets at the gate.
was being overcautious.
Harris had stated that the cash
A week later, under pressure from Pure Prarie League
from gate receipts remained in the
promoters, who were threatening to bring legal action against the
safe overnight. The morning after
College for breach of contract, McCarthy announced the
the concert, she said, Harris
administration's decision to reverse the cancellation and hold a
received a phone call from
scaled down version of the concert in Unit A of Ferris, open only to
McCarthy who asked her to meet
students.
•him at Mather
that morning,
The new plan committed the SGPB to a substantial financial loss
Harris stated that when she met
on the concert, even if a capacity crowd were obtained. Unit A, the
McCarthy later that morning,
new location of the event held a capacity crowd of 1500; and with
McCarthy removed the cash from
student tickets priced at $5.00 a piece, SGPB could have raised, at
safe, placed the envelopes in his
best, only $7,500 of the $16,000 price of the concert. With the
briefcase and carried the cash to
concert restated, tickets which had been distributed to public outlets
his car, saying that he would take it
were recalled, while student tickets were sold by SGPB members.
home
for safe keeping.
After the rescheduling, McCarthy brought in a team of Student
. Szala believes that McCarthy
Services workers to insure that the SGPB was'adequately prepared
also took home cash from ticket
for the concert.
sales the night of the concert.
According to student accounts administrator Patricia McDonald
When asked if she knew where
tiw $6,000 borrowed from the Student Government scholarship fund
cash from gate sales was kept after
<
»ras
tetttmcd
when
h
was
known
that
the
concert
would
suffer
a
H ••
tuge oencn.
•' '•,; •
the concert, Szala stated, "I'm 99
percent sure that
Charlie
cont. form page 2

Concert Retrospective

(McCarthy) took it home with him."
Szala recalls that McCarthy obtained a security guard to escort
him to his car from the gym, and
that when she next saw McCarthy,
which she believed was Monday,
he indicated to her his nervousness
at having had concert money at
home.
Szala echoed
Chandler's
statement that McCarthy had
expressed concern that the Mather
Hall safe was vulnerable with its
combination widely known. She
indicated that she had assumed
that McC arthy had wished to take
money home for this reason.
When asked where the cash
from gate receipts was kept after
the concert, McCarthy initially
stated that it remained in the safe
thoughout the weekend until it
could be deposited at the
Treasurer's office on Monday.
When told of suggestions that
he had taken home cash from gate
sales, McCarthy remembered that
he had, in fact, taken money home,
stating, "Not all of the money, but
some of it." He stated that he was
given one large envelope at the end
of the concert which he took home
for safe keeping.
McCarthy then stated, "I
certainly did take an envelope
home. I don't know, if it contained
money, checks or unused tickets,
or what it contained." He added
that, "I assumed that it was
something that had to be kept
secure; and I believe that at the
time Mather was closed, or there
was some reason why it couldn't be
taken up there."
When told of suggestions by
others involved that he may have
taken home more than one envelope, McCarthy emphasized,
"No. I had one large, maybe Ux 14,
manila envelope, folded over and
sealed with tape. That's what I
brought home, and that's what I
brought back."
McCarthy was then informed
specifically of Harris' story that he
had departed from Mather on
Saturday morning with the cash
which had been deposited in the •
safe on Friday night.
Empasjzing that his memory of
the concert Weekend was not 100
percent, McCarthy proceeded to
confirm Harris' story as the details
were enumerated to him by
reporters. McCarthy stressed that
the turnaround in his story was

simply a reflection of his incomplete memory of the event.
McCarthy stated that he had, in
fact been given the cash on
Saturday moruing by Kareen
Harris, and the security guard
had been present to witness the
event. None of the security guards
contacted by reporters recall any
specific events pertaining to the
concert weekend.
While Harris maintains that
McCarthy had removed the money
from the safe, McCarthy contends
that Harris removed the cash from
the safe, accompanied by a security
guard, and that Harris delivered it
to him in the parking lot. Harris has
repeatedly refused to comment
further on her story.
"Every thing she did was
witnessed by a security guard," said
McCarthy. She handed me
whatever the contents of the safe
were, which I locked in the trunk
of my car and brought back in on
Monday."
McCarthy stated that he did not
know how much money he kept
locked in the trunk of his car over
the weekend. He added that the
trunk of his car was "unopenable."
On Monday, the second, and
final, deposit of concert revenue
totaling $2,700 'was made at the
Treasurer's office. McCarthy
stated that this deposit included the
cash which he had taken home
over the weekend. McCarthy
indicated that he could not be sure
that the deposit consisted solely of
the funds which he had taken home
with him. Neither McCarthy or
Chandler are certain where the
cash from ticket sales between
Wednesday's deposit and the
concert itself were kept.
Commenting on the apparent
disorder which prevailed in
management of the concert, SGPB
chairman Siraco stated, "The
whole thing's a mess."
Dean of Students, David Winer,
stated that the confusion shrouding
the concert "evidently stems from a
lax record keeping system."
Winer added that measures
have been taken to ensure that
similarly chaotic events do not
occur in the future. He noted that
Director of Mather Hall, Wayne
Asmus, "will automatically assume
a very rigorous role in keeping
student-sponsored events properly
organized and recorded."

Panel Poses Problems
By Peggy Wass
Energy and Economics, the
topic of a panel discussion held
Thursday, November 29, seemed to
conclude by raising more questions
than it could answer. One of the
panelists, Sister Claire Markham,
stated in her opening remarks that
if fifteen minutes questions could
be asked that it might take a
lifetime to deal with. The enormous
uncertainties and speculations involved in energy use and the future
of world energy needs ultimately
became the theme of the
discussion.
The two panelists were Sister
Claire Markham, Undersecretary
of Energy for the state of Connecticut, and Richard Ellis,
President of Northeast Utilities.
Presented by the Economics
Department, the discussion was
moderated by Professor Egan.
Although
the
panelists
represented two viewpoints, a
political view and that of big
business, there was little
disagreement. Markham, in her
remarks, began by giving her
perceptions of the energy crisis.
She stated that it was not a Crisis in
the sense of the word; rather it is a
chronic problem, whereby energy
needs are rising while fuel

resources are finite. Markham
added that the re.al problem is that
the costs of fuel or fuel alternatives
are increasing at a faster rate than
the economy can handle.
To Markham, the key to energy
conservation and decreased
economic pressure is increased
efficiency of energy use. She cited
the waste of energy as being
responsible for higher costs and
cont. on page 13
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Debaters Square-Off On PLO

FairbanksBowl Bound

cont. from page 1
that there was almost no territorial
the Zionist movement, which he or national feelingin the area. "In
described as "racist and imperial- 1947 there was no Palestinan.
ist." he Palestian cause, he added, government or really even a
was one for all lovers of justice. Palestinian people," he said.
"Freedom for Soviet Jews, cerIn 1947, he said, the United
tainly," he said, "but freedom for Nations had called for the creation
Palestinians and all stateless of separate Jewish and Palestinian
peoples."
states and that the response of
He closed his remarks by citing Arab states had been war.
Albert Einstein's remarks in a
"I was in Israel in 1947.1 heard
letter to a friend written in the Radio Cariro ordering the Arabs to
1930s, " I should much rather see leave so that they would not be
reasonable agreement with Arabs destroyed when the Arab armies
rather than the creation of a Jewish swept the Zionist into the sea; I
state."
also heard the Israeli sound trucks
Schoenbrun began his remarks driving around the city of Haifa
by saying he sympathisized with
the Palestinian cause and had
nothing but good wishes for the
Palestinian people. He described
himself as a "free agent" able to
look with an "objective viewpoint"
at the problems of the Palestinians
and Israelis. He called for a
"accurate" version of recent history. Schoenbrun painted quite a
different picture of the recent
history of the Middle East, saying
that the Zionists had waged their
campaigns against the British
mandate and not against the local
Arabs. He recounted that until
1920 the whole Near East had been
part of the Ottoman Empire and

Palestinian state, noting that if
they had been, they would have
been willing to help create it in the
18 years that they controlled the
West Bank and Gaza.
Schoenbrun urged the Palestinians to take Israel for what it is—a
strong sovereign power and not try
to destroy it in the hope of gaining
back land once theirs. Take a
Palestinian homeland and live
happily ever after," he said.
"Isreal will not unexist,"
Schoenbrun said.
"If you are interested in
undoing the Jewish state you are
not for peace but for war—the
Jewish state will not dissolve
itself," he reemphasized.
The rubuttai section of the
debate was the wooliest part of the
evening. Discussion broke down at
several points into hostile exchanges like the following:
"Your Arab brothers are not
interested in giving you your
homeland,'' Schoenbrun said.
"God in his wisdom gave Israel
and Arabs land,"he added.
"God has nothing to do with
Anne E. Fairbanks
this," Hussaini snapped.
by Steven Elmendorf
festival from each state are
"God gave the Arabs all the
chosen from among those state's
oil," responded Schoenbrun.
"God gave the Jews all the Anne E. Fairbanks, '79 has reigning homecoming queens.
Since Connecticut had no homeland, he's a real estate dealer," been choosen as Connecticut's
representative to the Orange coming queens the Festival's
Hussaini said.
At another point when Hussaini Bowl Festival in Miami, Decem- sponsors contacted Colleges in
the area in search of applicants.
compared the Israeli occupation to ber 26-January 3, 1979.
Faribanks a history major
Sports information director Randy
that of the Nazis, Schoenbrun
from Winchester, Mass, will Peirsall proposed Faribanks as
exploded, saying that he would
travel to Miami to participate in Trinity's representative because
Dr. Hatem Hnssainl
permit no comparisibn with
the Orange Bowl Festival includ- of her voacal talent and academic
begging the local Arabs not to Nazism. Hussaini replied that he
ing
the nationally televised 0 - ability.
meant
that
the
Israeli
occupation
of
leave," Schoenbrun said.
range Bowl Parade.
Finalists were selected, one
The basic problem, Schoenbrun the Arab lands was a military
Trinity will receive a $500 from each state and the District of
occupation just as that of the Nazis
said, was that the Middle Eastern
general scholarship grant, in
Columbia, for academic achievehad been, Schoenbrun appeared to
problem threw together "two
have nearly had an apoplexy and Fairbanks' name from the spon- ments, extracurricular activities,
rights which make a wrong"—the
sorers of the Festival.
personal interests and good
right of the Jewish and Palestinian
threatened stop the debate if
The representatives to t h e .grooming.
peoples to have a homeland.
Hussaini continued making the
comparison.
He added that it wasn't true
Moderator Steele interupted at
that the Israelis had stolen the
Palestinian state in 1948. "Who the point, saying that "As a
stole the state?" Schoenbrun asked
professional historian I know that
Hussaini rhetorically, "Your Arab
historical analogy is the weakest
of Sociology at Trinity. The event
brothers stole the Palestinian state form of argument.''
will be held in the Wean Lounge of
when they took over the West
The question period was domDuring Christmas Vacation the
Bank, Jerusalem and the Gaza
inated by attempts by audience Library hours will be restricted to Mather Campus Center and is free
Strip in the war of 1948."
members to ask multiple questions the following times: Friday, and open to the public.
Sacks, who is the author of
3
He also charged that the PLO and "make speeches from the
numerous articles and a book,
| had come into the game only after floor." Steel repeatedly interputed December 22, 8:30ajn.-4:30p.m.
1967. He said that the Arab nations questioners and asked them to get Saturday-Tuesday, December 23- "Women's Work in the Soviet
26, closed; Wednesday-Friday, Union: Continuity in the Midst of
were not really interested in the to the point of their questions.
December
27-29,
8:30a.m.- Change," joined the Triity faculty
4:30p.m.;
Saturday-Tuesday, in 1974.
December 30-January 2, closed;
His talk will deal with th
Wednesday-Friday, January 3-5, subjects of population change and
8:30a.m.-4:30p.m.;
Saturday- family relations and their policy
Sunday, January 6-7, closed, Mon- implications.
day-Friday, ' January 8-12,
8:30a.m.-4:30p.m.;
SaturdaySunday, January 13-14, closed;
Professor Dori Katz will read
Monday, January 15, 1978, Resume
and discuss her seven part
regular hours.
narrative poem'The Last Run" at a
gathering in the Trinity Faculty
Club on Thursday, December 7.
"Do Demographics Make Professor Katz will also discuss
Public Policy?" will be the topic of
"how a poem is written." The
a free, public lecture at Trinity on
reading is sponsored by the Trinity
Wednesday, December 6 at Women's Center and will begin at
8:00p.m. The speaker will be Dr. 4p.m. Refreshments will be served
Michael Sacks, assistant professor and all are invited to attend.

Campus Notes

Library Vacation

Mr. David Schoenbrun

For
Delicious
Pizza and Hot
Oven Grinders

Call when you
leave - it will
he ready upon
arrrival

The Last Run

Demographics

Tripod Democracy
Fun. Excitement. High adventure. Piles of incredibly tedious
busy work. The Tripod will hold elections for-next semester's
editorial staff on Sunday at 3 p.m. in the Tripod office in Jackson
basement. Positions open include editor, managing editor, news,
art, sports and photo editors, copy and contributing editors, and
business and advertising managers. Persons interested in running
are asked to submit a statement including name and position
desired" to Box 291 by noon Friday. Those elibible to vote will be "
notified by mail this week.

PIZZA
Come in and Eat in our
NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room!

Phone

Richard Staron

247»0234

prop.

Across from South Campus
287 New Britain Avenue
Hartford

PHONE B47-O263

TRINITY PACKAGE STORE
CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS
ifjOHN W. DULKA, CHOP.

,•:•:

2\9 NEW BRITAIN AVE.%
HART FORD, CONN. $

(corner Henry St. next to Corner Tap) %
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Connecticut
Ann Street Program Successful tonnecticutin Brief
By Julie Johnson

This b die second oi three
articles about the bilingual
education programs in the Hanford public schools.
The first of these articles on
Hartford's Bilingual Education
Program discussed the many
bureaucratic problems facing those
persons attempting to make
bilingual education a reality in
Hartford. The Ann Street school,
located in downtown Hartford,
embodies that reality.
The Ann Street school not only
survives despite the program's
problems, but the school's success
helps pave the way for educators
seeking to prove that bilingual
education can and does work.
Housed in a 100 year old
building on the corner of Ann
Street and Capitol Square, the
school runs from pre-kindergarten
through the sixth grade. The 400
students -enrolled in the school
receive bilingual instruction • at
every grade level.
This comprehensive bilingual
education is one of the two
programs in the Hartford school
system that are funded by Federal
Title VII money. Title Vli monies
cover half the school's expenses.
The remaining, funds come from
State and local sources.
The school employs the
Maintenance Program designed by
the Hartford Board of Education as
the best approach to bilingual
education. This program operates
from the educational viewpoint
that a child must learn to read in
his own native language before he
can develop any worthwhile skills
in a second language.
Grades 1-3 are spent teaching
the students to read in their native
language while simultaneously
developing oral use' of a second
language.
Most of the students enrolled at
the Ann Street school are Puerto
Rican and thus English is their
second language. Yet there are a
number of Black American,
children and Anglo children, as
well as children of mixed marriages
who are taught Spanish as a second
language.
'
At about the third grade level,

most Spanish speaking students
make the transition to English.
From this point on, the students are
taught most concepts in English
while working on Spanish onlv j>f"?
of the time, yet, not every, student
makes the switch at the same time.
Mrs. Gladys Hernandz, the
school's coordinator, emphasized
the importance of considering each
child's needs separately, "No two
children are alike, we try very hard
not to push the process of changing
from learning in one language to
learning in another."
From the fourth grade through
the sixth grade, the student works
mostly in English while attending
one class a day in Spanish. The
Spanish class works on reading and
speaking the language, incorporating also the various
cultures of the students in social
studies programs.
The system used to introduce
language to the child is called "Leo
Color"—"I Read In Color." All
vowels and consonants have a
corresponding shade of color.
Large charts depicting the colors,
and letters are on display in every
classroom. In addition, bilingual
signs, films, and music taught in
both Spanish and English all aid in
the bilingual process.
In addition to this core
Maintenance Program the school
has a number of special teachers
who deal with specific problems or
approaches to bilingual education.
Because a significant number of
students are sons and daughters of
migrant workers, federal funds pay
for the school's migratory student
program. The school employs a
teacher who tutors students whose
education is hampered because of
their transient existence.
Another teacher is specially
trained to help children with
speech impediments, hearing
problems, and learning disabilities.
Mrs. Hernandz pointed out that the
school "is lucky to have this •
teacher, bilingual teachers are
scarce, and one so highly trained in
such an important area is very
rare."
'
To help cope with the large
class
size
there
are
paraprofessionals
in
each
classroom. In addition, parents are

encouraged to visit classrooms and
contribute a lesson if they like.
This parent participation
reflects the school's philosophy of
commuu'.*y involvement. The Ann
Street school operates nighttime
sessions for adults in which the
school attempts to aid parent s in
finding programs, and college
courses which will prepare them
for the careers they strive for.

Yale Sex Case
A New Haven Judge Tuesday ordered a trial be held on the
complaint of a female Yale student who alleged that professors had
attemped to get her to engage in sex with them in exchange for
better grades. The allegations were made last December.

Tax Proposals
A Blue Ribbon commission set up 18 months ago to investigate
possibilities for school financing in the state issued its report
Thursday. The report called for a state wide to finance public
schools. The commission was set up after the State Supreme Court,
in the now famous Horton vs. Mesial case, ruled the state's old
system of financing public schools to be unconstitutional because it
depended too heavily on local property taxes.

Another service offered to the
community is the extended day
kindergarten begun this year. This
helps those parents who might
otherwise have to find and finance
a babysitter or day care.
Presently, the school is attempting to implement two new
programs. The school is currently
searching for a teacher to work
with the gifted after school.
Another extended day program the
school would like to initiate is the
teaching of skills such as typing and
journalism to fifth and sixth
graders.

Toll Booths
A Stamford consulting firm under contract to the state to study
traffic problems on highways reported Friday calling for widening
of 191 in Southern Connecticut. But most of all, the report calledlor
the removal of some of the toll booths between New Haven and New
York State.

The problem with any of these
programs of course is funding.
Currently, the school is benefiting
from several special federal and
state programs, but as Mrs. Hernandz said, "We were just told by
the president and the Governor
that we will not be receiving additional funds, so we must make
do."

New Faces Grace
Legislative Leadership
by Jon Zondennan

Qie of the school's major
problems is an acute lack of space.
The learning disability teacher
tutors in a converted closet, and
the tutor of migrant children uses
an abandoned stairwell. The
basement room cafeteria doubles
as a gym.
The school also suffers from an
overload of students. There is a
waiting list for those wishing to
enroll,
The school's success in light of
these problems is attributable to
the commitment of those who work
there, and to the school's
philosophy. This year they implemented a new proposed goal
entitled " umbre"—meaning "the
highest possible point, or beyond
success" according to Mrs. Hernandz.

Mental Health Center Expands
by Robert Levy
The Capitol Region Mental
Health Center is presently undergoing major new construction
and renovation. The entire project
is expected to cost 12.5 million and
should increase the Center's
capabilities substantially.
The reason for the project is
two-fold. First, 'the number of
patients served by the Center in the
last three years has jumped from
5,000 to 15,000. To cope with the
new obligations brought on by this
increase, 6,740 square feet of space
will be added to the present 86,000
square foot structure.
Secondly, the construction and
renovation work should bring the
facility up to current standards for
access for the handicapped, as well
as fire and safety codes,
The Capitol Region Mental
Health Program is administered by
the John N. Dempsey Hospital in
tarmington. According to Ivan
T «". ii .n. >•!• 1 •„ al's Assistant
' « .',1-L Affairs, the
wnI-H inning outpatients.
1
rtl
™- h S&J

been discharged from mental,
institutions and also acts as an
entry center for thos institutions.
"Of the 1,000 patients served at
any given time, approximately 53%
are from Hartford and 47% from
the suburban towns" remarked
Governor Grasso in her press
announcement on the construction
project. In addition, about half of
the center's patients are members
of minority groups.
The work done at the center
consists mainly of counseling and
administering
prescribed'
medication. In her announcement,
the Governor also noted, "part of

sj)or t; •: shop.'
.'Gpftbn. Sweat •Rant;:;

this excellent program is a research
study to determine whether
psychiatric illness can be predicted
and to develop better methods to
treat these illnesses."
The construction work is being
done by Custom Concept Builders
of Connecticut, and the whole
undertaking should be completed
in 18 months. Governor Grasso
remarked, "patient care, education
and research will all be enhanced
'in the new and renovated facility."

When the State Legislature begins its new session next month
there will be a number of new faces in leadership positions.
The new Senate President, who doubles as Lieutenant Governor,
. is William Q^Niell: The old Senate President, Robert Killian, left
that post to make a primary run at his old boss, Ella Grasso for the
Governorship.
'.
O'Niell is the former majority leader in the Hofee oi
Representatives, which will force a new person into that position,
John Groppon of Winsted. •
Below O'Niell, the Democratic leadership in the Senate will
remain the same as the last two years. Joseph Fauliso of Hartford
remains the president pro tempore and Joseph Lieberman remains
the majority leader.
But the Republicans, who lost their old Minority Leader, Lewis
Rome, who ran with Ron Sarasin's against Grasso and O'Niell,
recently turned to a group of more conservative men to be their
leaders for this next session.
Richard Bozzuto, an insurance salesman for Watertown, and a
staunch conservative, defeated Larry DeNardis, one of the old
group of liberal Republicans, for the minority leadership of the
Senate, while Ralph "Van Nbrsfiand, a lawyer from Darien, became
the Republican's leader in the House,
But perhaps the most important change in the legislative
leadership comes in the post of Speaker of the House n(
Representatives, where the Democrats ousted two-term Speaker
James J. Kennelly, and replaced him with Ernest N. Abate, a 35
year old third term legislator from Stamford.
Mr. Kennelly, husband of Secretary of State-elect Barbara
Kennelly, had held the Spearker's platform for two terms. He was
just elected to his seventh term as a representative from Hartford.
Abate served as Chairman of the Judiciary committee- for the
last two years, and has been an "up and coming" leader in the
Democratic camp.
What the changes in leadership mean is not exactly clear, but
most legislative observers expect things to be more partisan than
before, when the leadership, especially of the Republican party,
was most happy when things were most calm,

Trinity Prefers...

THE CORNER TAP
CAFE

TRAVEL ...EARN MONEY
...EARN A FREE TRIP...

^Bermuda*-]
I Ft. Lauderdale«Daytona Beach I
'

.I »• during the Spring •

i

Be a Campus Representative for
New England's largest and highest
Commission Paying Agency.
Interested students, write
GARBER TRAVEL,
1406 Beacon Street
Brookline, MA 02146
or call (617) 734-2100 collect
person-to'person to Stuart J.
Chason. Evenings call
(617)232-3322.

'
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217 New Britain Ave..
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WHY IS THIS RACE
*'.*?•'•

Some say it's because he
Save up a promising film
career to head up the
Budweiser Racing Team!
But the real reason is that
he just likes to win. And he
did plenty of that this past
season in a pair of
Budweiser-sponsored, Bob
Sharp-prepared Datsun
race cars.
Fifteen races: Twelve wins!
On the pole eight times!
Three track records!
And in the SCCA National
Championships at Road
Atlanta, he took a second
place in his C-Production
Datsun 280-Z...and a third
in the B-Sedan category with
his Datsun 200-SX.
Naturally, we congratulate
him for his super season
and wish him even greater
success in 7 9 . '

"From your friends
at Budweiser

For a 2'x3' color poster ot the Budweiser Datsun
in action, send $3.50 (check. M.O.] to
Sob Sharp Racing Inc., 021 South St., Danbury, CT 06810.
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An Error Prone Concert
It has been seven months to the day since the Pure
Prairie League and Pousette-Dart Band concert, yet,
certain questions about its management remain today
and, most likely, will remain for a long time.
One thing is certain; the concert was plagued by
confusion, the story which is pieced together in today's
Tripod shows that the involved parties were unsure
about just who was responsible for what. Who was
responsible for the tickets and money and how these
Items were handled are questions that remain
unanswered.
The delicate question of whether or not all the
money collected for tickets can be accounted for
appears unanswerable. No accurate records of tickets
sold or money taken in exist. Workers were paid in cash
and some money was used for other expenses than
those directly related to the concert. In fact, there is
disagreement between some of the parties involved in
theexecution of the concert about who was responsible
for tickets and money.
Let this not be a totafty negative experience. It has
not shown positively that events of this magnitude can
not be undertaken at Trinity. What it shows, at the
least, is a need for far greater planning and
organization. It is when things are most expected to
simply plan themselves that they least often do.
There is more to a concert than the music. Success
and failure are measured by more than the tunes. And
in the case of this concert, consideration of both
planning and execution must lead to the conclusion that
it was a failure.

Vandals and Thieves
Vandals have no place at Trinity. They cost us
money, dirty the College and cause danger to others.
For as long as they do their dastardly deeds, we'll all
suffer some.
They cost us money because they cost the College
money. When a vandal breaks a window, shoots off a
fire extinguisher or destroys a bathroom stall, the .
College repairs it, and though it appears to pick up the
bill, it does not, in reality, do so.
Nor should it. Come the spring the cost will be
passed on to us in the form of higher bills. It seems
unfortunate that we should all pay for the damage done
by a few as they indulge in their own brand of fun. Yet,
until we can dissuade the deed doers, such will be the
case.
On the same subject,, something should be said
about campus theft. Very little will stop a thief. His is a
far less glamorous profession than that of the
vandal—more to hide, less to " b r a g " about to his
friends. So in the future guard your possessions
carefully. It is unfortunate but definitely a necessity.
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Commentary
Tea Drinking

A Social Event in Mauritania
By Jama Gulald
If you were thirsty in this desert
country, you would have no option
but to take a hot, spicy, syrupy
Mauritanian. tea. This is one place
where the famous Coca Cola is not
readily available, and a cold beer
with its gusto and everything is
hard to get. Only in the few tourist
hotels is alcohol sold legally and
then only to foreigners.
In every home I visited while in
the Islamic Republic, the "host"
showed his hospitality first by
serving tea; we would sit together
on a mat spread on the floor of the
bedrooiri-livingroom or, if he were
wealthy, on a beautiful rug in a
separate livingroom. There, we
would spend the next half hour or
so sipping the tea, and the host
would not make any remark hastily
to find out the purpose of the visit.

are in a city where water is generally made of aluminum, alloy
relatively abundant. The used cup and is very well decorated by local
is immediately refilled to about artisans. The price of one by a
three-quarters and passed onto the famous artisan would be about $20
next person in the line. Generally or sometimes more.
there are not enough cups to go
The most fascinating part of the
around and the few available are tea-making operation is the
shared systematically. No one pouring of the liquid into the
would have his third while receiving cups; this in itself is an
someone else is at his first round. art. The kettle is held one to one
When and if the cups are washed, and a half foot above the rim of cup
the brewer dips them in a vessel whose diameter is not more than
containing some plain water. The two inches, and then the liquid is
cups are taken out of the water as poured in without spilling a drop .
quickly as they had been placed in on the beautiful Moroccan rugs
and they are ready for use again. underneath or on the thirsty desert
In between and daring the sand I,.
rounds, conversation would g o o n
The ingredients for making tea
in Hassania-Arabic; French or in the Mauritanian style are: A lot
Peular depending on where I was of sugar; green Chinese tea leaves;
then. Occasionally this rhythm is special leaves for flavoring and
momentarily interrupted as water. The source of heat is either
someone new comes by- to visit or a portable gas burner or an open
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say hello. The latter would slip off
rush his guests who rswould even- his sandals, shake hands with
tually speak of their mission, if everyone and find a place on the
there was one. Should anyone mat. As a rule he would be obliged
turndown the tea or some reason, to take tea before he could excuse
however, the host would definitely himself but, often he would join in
be offended.
the "debate." If he was a teenager,
It took me awhile to learn to he would then sit back, take the
respond
favorably
to the tea, but only listen so that he would
Mauritanian hospitality and finish learn more about things he. does
the mandatory three cups of tea. I not know.
must have offended several
In the midst of every confamilies before realizing how versation, I could hear two distinct
ungrateful I was for not taking sounds: The hammering (or rather
every offer or for not completing chipping) of sugar which conies not
the-conventional-rounds.
Never- in granular form but in blocks
theless, I made up for this mistake weighing one or two kgs; and the
later on, after I had developed a pouring of tea into the small cups.
taste for the drink.
Nomads in the region, I was told,
The tea cup, which has about prefer block sugar to the normal
one third the volume of our regular type which could not be retrieved
tea/coffee cups, is not washed once it is split on the desert sand.
after someone uses it unless you The small kettle used for brewing is

flame fed by charcoal or firewood.
Whether there is a crowd or several
people, the small kettle holding
about three-four cups is used.
Mauritanians have realized that
the use of a bigger kettle would
speed up the rounds and hence
reduce the enjoyment derived from
a long session. Nomads have a
tendency of accumulating few
possessions which makes the
frequent treks less inconvenient,
and this might explain the reason
behind the use and preference of
small kettles and cups.
Whatever the original reason
•might have been, one could not fail
to notice how much the
Mauritanians enjoy sitting and
talking over tea. Topics of
discussion may range from politics
to business and from familial to
cont. on page 7
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Letters
Math Troubles
To the Editor:
I would like to bring to the
attention of the Trinity community
at large the situation regarding
unusually large classes confronting
math majors at Trinity. Being in
two upper level math classes this
semester, with enrollment ranging
from 35-40, I felt compelled to
write a well-intentioned letter of
complaint regarding this situation
to President Lockwood, with
copies duly sent to the Dean of
Faculty and the Head of the Math
Department. The aforementioned
letter bore 37 signatures of
agreement, which represented a
substantial majority of frustrated
and disillusioned math majors in
addition to myself.
As I mentioned in my letter to
the President, teaching a class of 35
and over places an unconscionable
burden on the professor, as well as
shortchanging
the students'
education. In spite of administrative arguments regarding
budget cuts, it cannot be denied
that classes of this size result in less
individual attention per student,
and I consider individual help a
prime ingredient in the learning of
mathematics.
This problem is further complicated, in my opinion unnecessarily, by the fact that certain
300-level undergraduate math
courses can also be taken for 500level graduate credit, which
compounds the already overcrowded classes.
President Lockwood informed
me in Ms reply that he did not
know what could be done about
the situation and that it "may have
been a fluke." Since this is the third
course I hti\e taken toward the
math major consisting of 35
students and over, I feel this
"fluke" should have been
recognized and dealt with earlier.
My letter was parsed through
channels until I was summoned by
the Head of the Math Department.
He explained to me that although
something could be done about the
situation, nothing will be done,
since splitting upper level math
classes into two sections would
necessitate increasing the size of
lower level calculus courses in the
process of consolidation. It is felt
that if the administration must
choose between limiting the size of
either upper or lower level math
classes, the lower level classes
should be limited so that students
get off to a good start. However, it
is my belief that since a student
majoring in math plans to make
math his career, it is essential that
this "good start" be "followed
through at the upper levels as well.
The underlying cause of this
overcrowding is the fact that, as a
result of the increasingly large size
of incoming freshmen classes,
there are inevitably more math
majors each year, and no provision
has been made to cope with this
influx. If nothing is done to ease
this overcrowding, I cannot foresee
much of a decrease in upper level
math class size, especially in math
classes offered in alternate years.
Why should my education suffer
due to this poof planning on the
part of the administration?
President Lockwood's response
stated that the math department
will monitor the situation carefully.
It is my sincere hope that the
administration will take some
positive action if this overcrowding
does indeed persist in the future. I
suppose only time will tell.

r

I have always felt proud to be a
Trinity Student and chose to come
here since I was naive enough to
believe the 13-1 student-faculty ratio
published in the catalogue,

a pair of clogs, but I find this a poor
reason for stooping to theft. There
are other ways: forfeiting visits to
the cave, foregoing beer drinking
for a weekend, forgetting abut
doing a wash all semester. Have we
become so hedonistic that we value ,
little pleasures more than the
feelings of innocent freshmen?Give
back those clogs, thief! Clear your
guilty conscience.
But then, as a person not very
familiar with life at Trinity, perhaps
I am jumping to conclusions.

regardless of the means by which it
is
derived.
Imagine
my
disillusionment to discover that in
my experience, this ratio is really
40-1—hardly
conducive
to
acquiring the superior education
that one should expect from a
college of Trinity's caliber.
Maria Jo Schultz
Class of 1980

Campus Theft
To the Editor:
In the past weeks I have been
plagued with carelessness and have
left several articles unguarded on
campus only to return to find them
gone. I think it is terrible that some
people feel that because something
is there, it is theirs. If only they
would think of the other person for
a second perhaps they would not be
so quick to snatch up anything they
might see around. If you,have ever
lost anything you know how
terrible it feels, especially if it has
sentimental value.
Obviously this letter will not
deter these people from their
parasitic and selfish ways; I will
have to be more careful with my
personal possessions. But I feel it is
terrible to steal from another
student. To all, this is a warning to
keep a watchful eye on your
personal possessions. To those who
perpetrate these dishonest needs,
do not be so selfish; think of the
person you are ripping off!!!
Sincerely,
Lincoln Collins '82

Clog Confusion
To the Editor:
Every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, I must wake up, feed my
infant daughter and get to school
before my nine thirty class begins,
without so much as a cup of coffee.
You can imagine the condition I
am in when I arrive. Usually, I can
drift onto campus moderately
unconscious and likewise, drift
right off again, without any
complications, except for the
relatively difficult time trying to
invent new and different places to
park my Fiat. Even that I have
learned to do without expending
too much of my mental
capabilities.
However, when I opened the
door leading into the campus from
the outside world on Monday, I
was confronted by an agitated
young woman in blue stockings
who pointed to the base of the wall
and accused me of absconding with
her clogs, which by the look of
things, she had put on the section
of carpeting she was pointing to. Of
course, she quickly said that she
didn't mean to accuse me, and I
quickly forgave her, under the
circumstances.
This young lady was obviously
distraught. I myself had never
realized that there were those kinds
of people at Trinity What decent
human being would stoop so low?
The only thing worse than stealing
someone's clogs is stealing their
crewneck sweater, and this is
simply unspeakable. This poor
woman, above all, looked like a
freshman, and freshman have
enough problems without someone
taking off with their clogs. This
certain young lady will probably
not be able to wear clogs again to
class before Christmas and will be
forced to come up with $19.95 in
order to purchase a new pair, Some
scoundrel has left her without
means of creating the familiar clik
clack which so happily follows
Trinity students as they march off
to class, Qf course, the thief may be
underprivileged, and desperate for

Maybe stealing clogs is a chummy
sort of ritual at Trinity, Perhaps
that young lady was set up expressly to foil my early morning
piece of mind. Perhaps there was
no young lady. Perhaps I never
wrote this.
Sincerely yours,
Mrs. R. Steier, IDP

found my purse in Mather and
turned it into the information desk
for leaving my license and my
wallet, and for relieving me of my
money and a check.
I hope that the money and
possibly my checking account go
towards making someone else's
Christmas pleasant for it certainly
won't go towards mine or my
family's.
As a financial aid student, it
An Open Letter to the Trinity
only takes me 10 hours a week
Community:
cont. on page 8
I would Eke to thank whoever

Ripped Off

More Commentary
'

More Mauritanian Tea
cont. from page 6

to the drought could not justify the
there are those who still draw large
"failure" of a host to maintain
number of followers because of
sacred traditions.
their social status or religious
influence. For these and other
The Mauritanian government,
reasons, tea is needed for creating
which provided relief food to those
the "right" atmosphere. Without
in camps did overlook an imit, a situation may develop in which
portant element in the diet tea. The
communication and social inresult of that omission was
tercourse is either hampered or
reflected by an intense gloominess
broken down.
which hung over the camp,
although food and medical services
The latter assessment might be
were given to the needy and the
considered a gross exaggeration of
sick. "Depression set in," said a
a simple situation, but the
argument is supported by the student volunteer while we were at
his house chatting and, of course,
experience of the nomads in
sipping tea!
"refugee camps" after the '68-74
droughts in the Sahel region.
In the end, I was told, a
Destituted by the drought, those thoughtful Maurttanian involved in
nomads could not afford tea and the distribution of relief supplies
sugar and this meant that they suggested that tea and sugar be
could not have company because
given to destitute families. This was
they had nothing to entertain the done promptly and, as a result, the
"guests" with. Many mere avoided rapport Which existed during ,the
contact with neighbors for fear of " normal times- was partially
embarrassing them. The crises due restored. This delighted everyone.

preaching. The attitude of tea
drinkers is in some ways similar to
that of boxing fans who like to
watch long rounds in every match.
After having THREE, I would often
leave someone's home with the
feeling that I had known him and
his companions for months.
If these were some of the
benefits associated with teadrinking, there were also problems
attributed directly or indirectly to
the practiced Firstly, the National
Bureau of Nutrition is very much
concerned with the high incidence
of diabetes among adults and
school-age children. Consequently,
it launched a campaign to educate
urban people of the health hazards
associated. with, the excessive intake of sugar. Futhermore, the
Bureau is trying to discourage the
high consumption of tea in rural
areas as well.
Secondly, the Ministry of
Commerce and the Department of
Forestry have other reasons against
the practice; each year many trees
in the Senegal River basin are cut
By Erie Grevstad
and burned to provide charcoal
which is used more for preparing
"Your problem, Eric, is that
tea than for all other purposes
combined. The loss of trees is people think you're too straight,"
considered dangerous to the Nancy Lucas was saying. "You
ecology of the region which, in should let yourself go, lose your
fact, is the only green belt in the inhibitions more. What you ought
to do is get a beat-up old Chevy
entire country.
Meanwhile, economists are van, put some tequila in the front
protesting and argue that the seat, and—.who's that singer you
importation of sugar to meet an have a crush on?"
"Debby Boone."
ever increasing local demand is
"Kidnap Debby Boone and
depleting the country's meager
foreign currency reserve. They head for Mexico."
Everybody parties after work,
propose that the money be used for
buying more essential goods from but nobody parties like the Tripod.
We were in the Terrace Room at
abroad.
The idea of giving up tea or Bradley Airport, site of the great
preparing it differently is un- biannual Tripod dinner. It was 8:45
thinkable to the common man, at and the appetizers hadn't come yet,
least for the moment. For him, tea but nobody seemed to mind.
The Tripod dinner is a longis not a luxurious item; it is rather
an important element in his diet running tradition—we started
and perhaps the cheapest drink he Thursday night and when we came
could afford to share with his many out it was December—hosted by
Tom Turley of the Palmer Journalrelatives, friends, and guests.
In the desert, the nomads are Register, which prints the paper.
able to meet and exchange in- Besides about 20 members of the
formation at the watering places Tripod staff, Tom also hosts the
and during the occasional visits to layout and paste-up people from
urban centers. In the cities there Trade Winds in West Hartford,
are no such places and the markets bringing the total bill for liquor
no longer,have special days when alone to about three times what we
they draw large numbers of people pay him during the semester. In
from all over the country. return, he gets a toast from Seth,
Therefore, the more people one Price and a dance with Alice Omay have visiting .at his home, the Connor. I'll never understand
greater his chance for acquiring the grown-ups if I live to be a hundred.
But dressing well is its own
type of information needed. One
man might be asking about the reward, and seeing the Tripod staff
whereabouts of a relative "lost" in skirts and ties is worth the price
during the drought period and so of admission. Rick Malamut
on. Someone else might be in- confirmed that advertising men
terested in learning the "tricks" of always show up in three-piece suits.
surviving in an urban ghetto, while Andrew Walsh complimented

Over the Transom

Dancing With Alice
Linda Scott on her cowl-neck
sweater, ("Can you turn your head
in t h a t ? " ) and also wore- a tie,
jacket, and blue jeans. I didn't have
dress shoes in the apartment so I
wore my sneakers. Michael Preston
was immaculate. Alice O'Connor
came late.
At dinner, the maitre d'
suggested two appetizers to make
the serving easier, so we ordered
everything else. We had a long
table by the window,, so Nancy
could watch the planes. Seth stood
up and made his speech about
Tom, and some diners nearby
joined in the applause.
Former Connecticut Editor
Brian Crockett talked shop with
Ion Zonderman. Nick Noble talked
baseball with everybody. Peter
Bain wasn't there, so we all talked
about him. It was 10:30 by the time
we went downstairs to Cloud Nine
for drinks and dancing.
Few people have ever seen the
Trinity Tripod dance. We were
easily the biggest party in Cloud
Nine—the keyboard player said,
"You look like you couldn't afford '
a band and came here"—and we
certainly did the most parrying.
Nick Noble commanded the dance
floor, showing the same style that
knocked me over at a dance in the
Washington Room once; Dick
Dahling matched him step for step,
dancing on the windowsills when it
got crowded and throwing HoUy
Singer to the floor in one of Ms
wilder moments. They did the step
successfully on their second try.
Meanwhile, Linda Scott adcont. on page 9
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More Letters
cant, from page 7
working in the basement of the
library to earn the money in my
wallet. Don't worry though, I
hadn't worked for all the money.
Some of it was a birthday present.
I suppose that everyone at
Trinity could use the extra cash
provided by finding a purse on a
dining room floor. In that case, I'm
happy to provide the cash for your
needs. Have fun with the check.
To whoever turned in the
pocketbook, also a birthday
present, I extend a sincere thank
you.
Who says that life at Trinity
isn't educational.

Saga Solution

To The Trinity Community:
For once, I felt moved enough
to respond to something I read in
the Tripod: Lynn Hyatt's letter
concerning Saga. Lynn states that
"Nothing can be done by complaining" but I feel very strongly
that something can be done if it is
constructively criticized.
As an entering freshman, I
automatically signed up for Saga
because I didn't know what alternative meal plans there were. Now
I know that with the exception of
frats, the Cave, hot plates, or
kitchen units, Saga is it. Therefore,
Sincerely, Saga should be better than it is.
Name Withheld
Responding directly to Lynn's
four main concerns, I agree that
students shouldn't try to sneak in
because Saga is too expensive as it
is.
Editor's Note.- David Fitzpatrick '79
Next, if Saga is not a "grocery
is studying In London this semester. His letter has in no way been
edited for publication.

"Praise"

To the Editor:
Your Homecoming issue was so
utterly dismal I decided I had to
write. First of all, just like William
Loeb of the Union Leader, who is
Jon Zonderman? Is he some kind of
asocial, misanthropic, Scrooge?
His sanguine writing style and
praise filled commentaries are a joy
to read while sitting on the can. I
find this a necessity since I can't
eat all the shit he shovels anywhere
else. I have no fear of being placed
on his shit list since I know I'll be in
good company with Harvard, Dick
Gregory and everything and anything else in the world.
Your Letters to the Editor have
also been a dismal failure- where is
David Schwab when you need him?
I hope this is not a reflection of
campus life. If it is I think I'll stay
in London—no doubt making you
Tripod people happy—a Trinity
where the only thing that happens
is budget cuts is no place for a
Senior looking for that one last holy
roll at a good time. As for your
sports, what did Anne Warner do
for Nick Noble to get such
coverage? I played frisbee for three
years, and never even made Faces
in the Crowd. His football coverage
has been commendable, however, I
must say that he has about hit
bottom with the "History of
Waterpolo"; what is next, the
"History of Pinball: A View From
the Inside with Eddie Lichtig and
Babo"?
Your Connecticut coverage is
superb, but it leads to some
interesting questions such as: How
many Trinity students care? Can't
Trinity students who do care read
the Hartford Courant? What makes
you.think Trinity students would
rather get their Connecticut news
from you? And finally, what makes
you think you're better than the
Courant?
Your arts coverage is extensive
...zzzzz...
In conclusion, I would like to
state that it isn't the meat, it is the
motion, and if President Lockwood
wants to save money he can start
by buying Jess newsprint for you
clowns. Also, that if Trinity wants
to keep people in London I.E.S.,
Dean Winslow should stop sending
impressionable,-deranged youths
like myself abroad, afterall Pub
crawling can be dangerous to body,
and as this letter has clearly
shown—to mind. Have a pleasant
- vacation.
hehellisSeth Price?
In jest,

store," then why are paper containers supplied for ice cream, and
why is so much fresh fruit made
available? It's obvious that students will take food out if it's made
so easy. The students who man the
doors make no attempts to stop
anyone. Also the fruit supplied is
the only compensation we have for
the main entree.
I believe that food is wasted for
two reasons: employees give you
too much in the first place and food
sometimes looks and smells better
than it tastes. Generally, students
don't waste food intentionally.
Waste would probably be eliminated if the lines were reduced
(possibly by lengthening hours) so
that the opportunity for second
helpings could be made easier.
Then the initial helping wouldn't
have to be so great.
I think Lynn's last complaint
about leaving trays behind is
completely legitimate. By the time
students reach college age, they

should have enough responsibility
to clean up after themselves.
I'd also like to raise a few
questions that many people in the
Trinity community are probably
wondering about. Is it my imagination, (and many other people's) or
has the variety and quality of food
seriously declined since the last
opportunity to drop the meal plan
passed by? I'll give the benefit of
the doubt to Saga and say that it is
due to overrunning their budget,
but I'd be shocked if veal parmesian, some sort of chicken,
chopped steak (Is that what it is?)
and pasta didn't show up on the
week's menu. Oh, and I mustn't
forget the potato.
I think it has gotten to the point
where Mary Heslin's "Truth in
Menus" committee should review
Saga. Some of the food served can't
possibly be what they say it is.
This next point is not so much a
complaint as a suggestion.
Wouldn't it be possible for Saga to

leave the dining hall open until at
least 10 a.m.? Even if they stopped
serving hot food, I'm sure many
people would be happy just to have
the opportunity to get some tea or
coffee, toast, or cereal. None of
these would interfere with the
cooking of lunch and would utilize
few dishes, which could be washed
before 11:30. It is obvious that Saga
makes much of its money off of
breakfast, but is this really fair to
those paying $460 a semester? I
think not.
Lastly, is there some reason
sundae and salad fixin's are put
away so early? After waiting in line
for at least half an hour (from what
seems to be poor planning on
Saga's part), I personally don't
enjoy doing without dessert or
some greens. I can't eat everything
at once.
Something can be done by
complaining. Let's hear it.
Sincerely,
Sarah M. Glynn '.82

This Christmas vacation:

Hang around the house.
Fight crowds onskislopes.
Go to Europe.
$260 roundtrip. Reserved seats. No standing in line.
Take advantage of National Airlines' new "inter-National" fare from New York to Amsterdam this vacation.
This is not a stand-by fare. It's on a regularly scheduled National Airlines nonstop transatlantic flight. It's a
guaranteed reserved roundtrip seat with inflight meal service. It's on a big, beautiful National wide-cabin DC-lOjet.
So why hang around the house when you can hang around the mellow "brown cafes"? Why fight crowds
oh the ski slopes when you can fight your way into the Paridiso or Voom, Voom, two of the wildest discos
east of Studio 54? Come with us to Amsterdam. It's one of the most student-oriented cities in Europe; it's where
English is everybody's second language.
National's "inter-National" fare is good on a substantial, but limited, number of seats on every National
New York to Amsterdam flight starting December 13. Just pay for your tickets when you make your reservations.
(There is a $3 federal departure tax, and $50 is non-refundable if you change or cancel reservations.
Fare subject to change without notice.) See yourTravel Agent now or call us at 1-800-327-2306.

The bigger we get, the brighter we shine:

TM National Airlines

\ational#Airlines
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Hedda Gabler To Be Performed This Week
by Tony Chase

HEDDA GALBLER, on stage at
the Austin Arts Center this weekend, is a truly unique opportunity
for the Trinity Community. HEDDA, which will be at Austin for one
weekend only, has been staged
lavishly, with a stunning set by
Tom Cariello, designer of the
current production of "Raisin in
the Sun" at Stage-West; lush
costumes by Trinity's resident
costume designer Martha J. Banks;
and will feature for the first time a

professional actress, Sharon
Laughlin, alongside Trinity's most
experience acting students.
With HEDDA GABLER, Trinity
Theatre Arts has a right to boast not just because all evidence
indicates that it's going to be the
Theatre Arts Production 'par excellence,' but especially because
they have worked for it. Anyone
who has been around a theatre for
any length of time knows that the
phrase 'working on a show,' is a
gross understatement. One doesn't

The stage is Uttered with set pieces, furniture, and the tools needed
to install them daring the final preparations for this weekend's
production of HEDDA GABLER, which will run on Thursday
through Saturday nights with a matinee on Sunday.
photo by Suwathin Phiansunthon

merely 'work' on a show - one
slaves for a show; prostratef
oneself for a show; stays up
forty-eight hours at a time for a
show ...draining oneself of energy,
sweat and health.
Every theatre person knows too
well the agony of making up
elaborate excuses about mental
fatigue - failing health - dying
relatives - food poisoning - car
trouble and old war wounds just to
avoid telling a professor that the
real reason you can't finish that
paper - take that exam or maybe
even finish the semester is Jjiat
production week came at a bad
time. I personally have a grandfather who is perpetually dying (he
actually did die in 1948). And all.
the while the director is saying,
"Don't sacrifice your studies to the
show." HA! During the production
the theatre owns you, body and
soul. Every person is dependent
upon every other person and
responsibilities like that come
before food and shelter.
The number of jobs that must
be completed in order for a show
like HEDDA GABLER to be
produced for four days is staggering. First consider that once the
play has been chosen from the vast
wealth of dramatic literature, a cast
has been chosen, blueprints have
been drawn, and costumes designed, the production requires
carpenters, upholsterers, tailors,
furniture builders, painters, re-

Music Review

Thorn Brightens Friday Night
by Meloney Murphy
A program of German Lieder
and Music from the Broadway
Stage was presented by the College
Music Department as the third
concert in the series of Friday
evening performances. Singer
Doug Thorn and pianist-coach
Gerald Moshell, combining the
talents of a natural performer with
the sensitivity of an experienced
accompanist, gave a performance
that was both entertaining and
highly professional from start to
finish.
The program began with a song
from Carousel, "Soliloquy," in
which Doug Thorn, in the character
of Billy Bigelow contemplating the
possible qualities of his unborn
child, captured his audience.
The mood was effectively
changed for the next set of songs
by Johannes Brahms through
which Thorn was able to demonstrate his capabilities in the
classical i'ealm of music. Particularly good renditions were given of

"Ach, wende diesen Blick,"
" S o n n t a g " and "Botschaft."
Thorn's German diction was,
without exception, amazingly flawless throughout the perfromance of
the "Lieder. Also deserving special
note was his ability to create a
mood and sustain it until the last
notes of the piece were sounded,
giving each song the individuality
and the responsive interpretation it
requires.
The Lieder was also interesting
in that Thom incorporated gestures
and dynamic movement into his
performance which deviated from
the traditional 'purist' execution of
the songs. The music became on
the one hand, more personal, and
on the other, more accessible to the
audience.
The next set of songs were from
the musicals "A Little Night
Music" and " C o m p a n y " by
Stephen Sondheim. The audience
responded to these most enthusiastically. It is difficult to choose
which of these were the most

Alice's Night
cont. from page 7
mired the tinsel and wreaths under
the light sho.w, saying "Just what I
need—a disco Christmas." I
capered about the floor myself,
flaunting all the coordination of the
retreat from Moscow; back at my
table, someone was saying, "I'm
afraid of Eric—he calls someone a
nerd in His column, and then you
recognize your quote." Seth was
seen smoking a cigarette. I was
seen drinking. Andy Walsh was
seen smiling. It was a rare night.
By 1:00, the management was
putting the chairs on the tables,
with some of us still in them. "We
should go," I announced. "I have
to go to class and write the column

tomorrow, and I have a date
tommorrow night." This sent the
entire assembly into convulsions,
and I had to be taken home in a
pout. We all thanked Tom again,
ran down the up escalator on the
way outside, and Nick, Alice, and
Steve Elmendorf had to ride in the
back seat of Seth's Sunbird.
I am no stranger to the party
circuit, and I can boogie almost as
well as the next guy. But the
Tripod, and the Tripod dinner, is
something else. You should join
the paper and try to get invited to
one. You should have been there,
You should have seen it.
You should have seen the,first
draftofthls.

successfully received. They all
suited Thorn's voice perfectly.
"Have I Got a Girl for You" and
"Send in the Clowns" and the
transition between them were
perhaps the best moments of the
set.
After intermission the program
continued with songs from Gustav
Mahler's "Lieder eines fahrenden
Gesellen." These songs are technically complex and Thom met the
challenge well. Contrast both
between and within the songs were
very good. He also relied more on
his voice and its potential to create
a scene, showing good vocal control
and knowledge of his own instrument.
The recital concluded with some
familiar songs by Frederick Loewe
such, as "Almost Like Being in
Love," "C'est moi" and "On the
Street Where You Live." Thorn's
experience as an actor-singer was
obvious in all of these as he
exhibited poise, charm and confidence to the delight of his
audience. Thom received a standing ovation and was re-called twice
for encores.
A general statement must be
made about the programming of
the recital which was obviously well
thought-out in its conception and
proved to be extremely successful.
The transitions between the different periods and style added
interest to the recital and was
ordered in such as way as to be
totally comprehensible to the audience, anticipating its psychology
at every given moment and fulfilling its expectations.
Doug Thom is a '78 graduate of
Trinity College, This recital will
also be performed at Harvard
today. He will be performing in
Watertown, Ct. on December 8, 9,
10, 15,16, and 17in "Portfolio," a
musical entertainment by Tom
Jones and Harvey Schmidt.

searchers, typists, electricians,
writers, graphic artists, photographers, sculptors, property
people, and more. Then consider
that most everyone doubles, triples
and quadruples up on these jobs,
and that every theatre major is
required to do eight shows during a
four year stay at Trinity. No wonder
the roof of the theatre is kept
locked - they can't afford to lose a
single suicidal theatre person - and
all theatre people are suicidal
during the week before the show.
Theatre people constantly play
a game called 'self laceration.' The
rules are simple: each player tries
to hate himself more than any of
the others while simultaneously
trying to boost the ego of all his
colleagues. Finishing the game is
tricky. Once the show goes up,
each person must judge whether or
not he or she was genuinely awful
and based on the evidence either
become elated or strike the hideous
episode from his brain. Unlike
high-school theatres you may have
been exposed to, people in college
theatre do not automatically jump
around on their hands screeching
'' We did it! We did it!" after a play
is over. Sometimes they just crawl
home and hide until they've given
everybody ample time to forget
about it all. It seems, however,
that HEDDA GABLER will be
reason for joy - the thrust of energy
towards the goal is tremendous,
and the obstacles continue to
tumble.
The Goodwin Theatre has that
look of soon-to-be-readiness; the
actors have that air of soon-tohave-confidence, and the joy of- a
production of such quality should
be savoured back-stage, on-stage,
and in the audience. HEDDA will
be a jewel to be treasured; it
demands not to be missed.
Another unique aspect of this
production of HEDDA GABLER is
that it will be' the premiere of the

new Stuart Vaughan adaptation the first version of HEDDA in the
American idiom. Those who have a
concept of Ibsen as dry and stilted
after having seen or read his plays
in British translation, no longer
have to view the work through a
screen of double foreigness.
HEDDA GABLER at Trinity will
be a story from Norway brought
straight to America, without making a stop-over in London. The text
has been freed of archaic Victorianisms and forejgn constructions;
the works sparkle with wit, theatricality, irony and suspense. The
adapter, Stuart Vaughan, incidentally has been the_Artistic director
of the New York Shakespeare
Festival, founded the Seattle Repertory Theatre, New Orleans; has
produced over thirty major New
York productions and has earned
Drama Desk and "Obie" awards.
After Vaughan's HEDDA
premieres here with Sharon
Laughlin in the title role, it will be
produced by The New Globe
Theatre - again with Sharon
Laughlin. Ms. Laughlin's presence at Trinity is a genuine plus
for our Theatre Program. Her
experience includes Broadway,
New York Shakespeare Festival,
Baltimore's Center Stage, the
Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park,
and Chicago's Goodman Theatre.
The amount the student actors
have been able to learn from
watching Ms. Laughlin work
should make HEDDA GABLER
soar.
Again I should mention that this'
production of HEDDA GABEERcan
only be seen this one weekend,
December 7-9 at 8:00 pm and
December 10 at 2:00 pm, and never
again. You owe HEDDA GABLER
to yourself. Be sure to treat
yourself to it and at the same time
support Trinity Theatre Arts - this
time they really deserve it.

Dong Thom '78 sings the songs of German Leider and the
Broadway stage daring his concertlastFriday night in Germany
Hail. .

photo by Suwathin Phiansunthon
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RINITY COLLEGE
THEATRE ARTS PRESENTS

HEDDK
GKBLEK
BY HENRIK IBSEN
'lN AN ADAPTATION
BY STUART VAUGHAN
A SEARING PORTRAIT OF A FREE SPIRITED .WOMAN
WITH ARTIST—IN—RESIDENCE; SHARON LAUGHLIN

DECEMBER 7,8,9= 8 PM
1 0 : 2 PM
STUDENTS $!.5O
GENERAL 3.OO
AUSTIN ARTS
CENTER
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More Arts
Book Review

Morris' Memorium
By Ion Zondennan

These days, people are being
very careful not to step on any toes.
Women, blacks, and others have
demanded their places within the
mainstream of American society,
and those of us who consider
ourselves
enlightened
and
liberated; those who have "had our
consciousness raised" are very
careful not to let on that we really
believe that there is a place where
only men should be.
But after reading Willie Morris'
moving memorium to James
Jones, lames Jones; A Friendship, I
get the feeling that one should not
feel ashamed to say that yes, a man
does need drinking buddies, and
yes, there really is a time when men
have to be with men and women
have to be with women.
There is a special kind of
friendship which exists between
jtwo men, a friendship which is
very hard to find, and which is
getting even harder to find. Morris
and Jones had such a friendship.
It is the kind of friendship
which allows one to wake the other
up and tell him to get his butt out of
the sack. It is the kind of friendship
which allows one to tell the other,
"I love you but you're full of crap."
It is not a romantic love* but
maybe romantic love should have
an element of this kind within it.
It was the kind of love which
caused Morris to drive like hell
from Mississippi, where he had just
attended his mother's funeral, to
New York to be at Jones' bedside
as he dies; to be at his bedside so
that Jones could dictate the last
chapters of what he considered to
be his Magnum Opus, Whistle. It
was the kind of love which caused
Morris to finish Whistle from notes
and rough drafts and Jones' taped
instructions.
Most of all, it was the kind of
love of which neither Morris nor
Jones was ashamed,
biography no a literary analysis.
Rather, it a personal memoir about
this very special relationship.
Jones was the product of a
middle-class home. And as a
famous author he was certainly
wealthy in his own right. But he
wrote about the • lower classes.
There was a vitality in the lower
classes which Jones felt was not in
the middle class. He romanticized
the freedom of the lower class, the
lack of tension about the future. To
Jones, there was a power and a
hard edge to lower class lifestyle.
Jones was quintiscentially
macho, at least on the outside. But,
as Morris tells us so well, Jones was
a much deeper personality than
that. Underneath, he was a soft
touch.
He was, in the end, a romantic,
like so many of us. He thought he
could find a life where he could be
free from hurt, so he went to Paris.
But in the end he saw and admitted
that there is no place on earth free
from conflict, he realized that much
of this conflict is caused by people
like himself who cannot change
their conceptions of life to fit
contemporary realities.
Jones was terribly disillusioned
with the Vietnam War, not for its
political implications, but for its
lack of personal heroism, the kind
of heroism he saw in the Second
World War, and which he portrays
in his books.
He wanted life to be
meaningful. And in the end he
found that the only meaning he

could find was in his own family
and his own writing.
But this is not a book solely
about James Jones or about his
work. In a very real way, the book
is about Willie Morris, and about
us all. Morris has a knack for
turning a mirror onto American
society and showing us at our
barest.
In North Towards Home,
Morris showed how one cannever
escape from one's past, no matter
how much the locale or superficial
mindset changes. And in Tones, I
think he is telling us that to a great
extent we live in our minds and in
the minds of our leading producers
of literature.
I think it is Morris who makes
one realize that while Jones'
writing might be fine literature, it
is a sad tale thaaat comes off the
master's pen. In many ways,
Jones' are horrible books: horrible,
especially, for the conceptions of
self and society which they
produce in those who read them.
In a very real sense, Morris is
telling us that Jones lived in a world
that wasn't, a world that never was.
And that means that we are all
living in that world. Michael Herr,
who covered the Vietnam War for
Esquire magazine, writes of the
Marines that every man was a John
Wayne, especially when the
television reporters were on hand
and the cameras rolling.
James Jones captured within
Americans an ambivalence. Men
cont. on page 12

Stop
excusing
your
life
away.
Everyone has an
excuse for not seeing
their doctor about
colorectal cancer.
However, every year
52,000 men and
women die of colorectal
cancer in this country
alone. Two out of three
of these people might
be saved by early
detection and treatment. Two out of three.
So what is your
excuse? Today you
have a new, simple,
practical way of
providing your doctor
with a stool specimen
on which he can perform the guaiac test.
This can detect signs of
colorectal cancer in its
early stages before
symptoms appear.
While two out of three
people can be saved.
Ask your doctor about
a guaiac test, and stop
excusing your life
away.

Arts Calendar
edited by Barbara J. Selmo
THEATER
"A Christmas Cabaret" presented by the Downtown Cabaret
Theater's on-goi$gjchildren's theater, "CabaretFor Kids," will run
•Saturdays for twe shows at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 pk.m. throughout
December.
New England Repertory Theatre presents: "The School For
Wives by Molierje", The play will run to December 17, Thrusday,
Friday and SatuHx&y at 8:00 p.m. and Sundays at 2:00 p.m. The New
England Repertory Theatre is located at the corner of Oxford and
Catham Streets in Worcester, Mass. For information call ( 617)
.798-8685.
"Should I Get Married; Should IBe Good?", a satirical view of
Courtshop and marriage with lyrical overtones, will be presented at
the University of Hartford on Thursday through Saturday, Dec. 7
through 9. For information call243-4605.
The Yale School of Drama presents two new plays, "Interludes"
by Allan Havis aad "Returning" by Sharyn Noll on December 7, 8,
9 and 10 at 8:00 p.m. evenings and with a Saturday matinee at 2:00
p.m. Performances will be in Yale Experimental Theatre, 222 York
Street, New Have. For ticket reservations and further information,
call 436-1603.
The New Season at the Protean Theatre will feature a play by
Richard Ploetz, "Oli's Ice Gream Suit," directed by Robert
Bresnick. The show will play December 7, 8, 9,14,15, and 16, 8:00
p.m. each night at the Protean Theater, 78 Prat St., Hartford. For
reservations call 727-0709.
The Yale Repertory Theatre Sunday Series presents a staged
reading of "END OF THE WAR," a new play by New York Times
film critic Vincent Canby, on Sunday, December 10 at 4 p.m. The
reading will take place at 222 York Street. For information call
1-436-3164.
The Yale Repertory Theatre will extend the run of its current
production, a chamber version of Bertolt Brecht and Kurt Weill's
"Mahagony" conceived and directed by Keith, Hack, for four
additional performances through Dec. 16. Additional performances
will be on Thurs., December 14 and Friday, Dec. 15 at 8:00 p.m. and
Saturday, Dec. 16 at 2 and —:30 p.m. For ticket information call
1-436-3164.
The Hartford Stage Company Youth Theater in cooperation with
the Artists' Collective will present "The Me Nobody Knows" for
five performances Dec. 14-17 at The Old Place. The show will be
presented at 8:00 p.m. with a matinee on Dec. 17 at 2:30 at The Old
Place, 65 Kinsley St. Hartford. For ticket reservations and
information cajl the box office at 527-5151.
MUSIC
The Hartford Symphony Orchestra presents morning concerts
for area schools, Thursday, Dec. 7, 9:30 and 1 a.m., at the Bushnell
Memorial Hall. For reservations necessary. Call Harbinger Box
Office, 278-1450.
Friday, December 8, 8 p.m. the popular jazz vocalist Al Jarreau
returns to the Bushnell. Tickets: call 278-1450.
The popular group Chaka Kahn and Chick will present an
evening of the best in disco, Saturday, December 8, at 8 p.m. For
information, call 278-1450.
Folksinger Michael Cooney will be in concert Wednesday, Dec.
6, at 8:00 p.m. at the Sounding Board, located on the corner of Park
and Amity St., Hartford. The concert is a benefit for the Connecticut
clamshell Alliance.
The Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center celebrates its
tenth anniversary by performing on "Live From Lincoln Center,"
Sunday, Dec. 10 at 5 p.m. on Connecticut Public Television,
Channels 24, Hartford, 49-Fairfield, 53-Norwich, 61-Waterbury and
65-New Haven.
The annual Festival Service of the Lessons and Carols of
Christmas will take place at.ihe Trinity College Chapel on Sunday,
Dec. 10 at 5 p.m. and again at 7 p.m. The service will be conducted
by The Rev. Dr. Alan C. Tull, Chaplain of Trinity College and the
lessons will be read by various members of the college community.
Connecticut Public Television's "Soundstage" will present
Geroge Benson, Chet Atkins and Earl Klugh, in an evening of jazz,
country and rock, on Channels 24-Hartford, 49-Bridgeport,
53-Norwich, 61-Waterbury and 65-New Haven.
Giacomko Puccini's ' 'Tosca'' will be heard '' Live From the Met''
Teesday, Dec. 19 at 8 p.m. on Connecticut Pblic Radio, 90.5 FM,
simulcast in stereo with the five channels of Connecticut public
Television.
Jazzman Dave BrubeckJs " 'La Fiesta de la Posada,'' a Christmas
celebration inspired by the small villages in Latin America and
Mexico, will air Saturday, Dec. 23 at 10:00 p.m. on Connecticut
Public Radio, 90.5 FM.
'.
ART
A Connecticut Artists Invitational Exhibit will be held at Trinity
•College's Austin Arts Center December 1-20. The Widener Gallery
where the art will be on display, is open daily from 1-5 p.km.
A work by Laurie Anderson is currently on view in the
Wadsworth Atheneum's MATRIX Gallery, The artist will present
an evening performance of her pieces at Real Art Ways, 197 Asylum
Street in Hartford on Saturday, Dec. 9 at 8:30 p. m. The MATRIX
• exhibition willbe on display through January. Both events are the
first to be co-sponsored by MATRIX and Real Art Ways.
cont. on page 12
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More Arts
Theatre Review

Yale Rep Presents Effective Brechf
ByPsulChrfatensen

Jeremy Geidt, becomes the an- they're learning anything.
nouncer of the fight. He provides
Overall, this production's
There is a relationship between color, commentary, and insight-all biggest failing is that is doesn't
sport and theatre that is difficult to wonderfully done in the tasteless trust the play enough. It tends to be
define. They are decidedly dif- manner of Howard Cosell.
too serious and too obvious. An
ferent activities, yet they seem to
The weapons for the fight are attempted display of erudition
have similar goals as far as the all of man's vices. The play ("See, we know what the
audience is concerned. And an presents a good selection of them. playwright is talking about.") gets
audience is necessary. for either Prostitution, gluttony, gambling, in the way of what could have been
activity. So there is a sort of
and intemperance
are
all a very enjoyable and meaningful
competition, even sometimes an represented. And, with the failing evening of theatre.
enmity, between sport and theatre attempts at 19th century romantic
The play travels on the right
to do most right by their audience. sentiment and the very witty track quite often. All of the players
This subject was of great concern costumes, we are shown that vice is wear white clown-like make-up.
to Bertolt Brecht in the 1920's the beautiful, the elegant, and They are dressed in exaggerated,
&'30s. He felt that the field of sport enjoyable taken to excess and ridiculous costumes. The activity
provided one thing that the stage of made ugly. The humor here is in becomes ' frantic, even ramtheatre was sciroping on: fun.
the elaborate self-deception bunctious. Yet then the production
It is thus natural that his first practiced to make the vice seem vacilates. The play centers on the
collaboration with Kurt Weill was a like its original. When the demise of one of the suckers,
series of songs staged in a boxing production takes care to point this Jimmy Mahoney, played by John
ring. This work gradually evolved out, it succeeds very well. When it Glover. All of his buddies are done
into the opera The Rise and Fall of tries too hard to make the self- in by Mahogonny. He falls in love
the City of Mahagonny. In 1968 deceptions work, it is un- with one of the whores, who
Keith Hack adapted the opera so confortable.
blithely continues with her
that it could be produced on a
Here is the biggest trap in business. The character is a fool
smaller scale, and now he has had a Brecht. He is compulsively didactic and his folly should be ridiculed.
chance to direct his version of this but he is also an excellent But here Keith Hack, and perhaps
boxing match/con game/play at playwright who is well aware of the John Glover, get off the track.
Yale Repertory Theatre. It runs in entertainment value of a dramatic
Jimmy Mahoney is improperly
repertory through December 16. situation. While his message will be
presented as a tragic figure. True,
The old saying is "third time expressed in little platitudes and in
he is the only one that senses that
lucky" and I think that one could overly simple ironies, it is also
hedonism is hollow, but the point is
apply it to Yale Rep. Mahagonny, woven into the very fabric of the
that he adheres to it anyway, not
their third production of this plays. If Brecht is played for laughs
that he aspires to greatness and
season, finally gives us a his message will take care of itself.
fails, he wipes his white-face off for
production worth paying money to
Brecht's plays were very the second act in a not-so-subtle
see. The amount of humor popular when they were first
attempt to make him more human
necessary to make this play work produced and it was not because
than the other characters. But he
well is approached; it is too bad, Germans enjoyed hearing someone
still behaves like a satriic cartoon
though, that it is not quite pontificate; they went to the
figure. His flights of melodramatic
achieved-.
theatri.' for a good time. We hear ' 'love-prose are horribly'ri'diculous.
Mahagonny is (he name of the that Bijcht wanted the theatre to He is given to bouts of debauchery
city that the West's three worst educate. But he was no dummy, he with liquor and sex. When he is
criminals found. Michael Gross knew that you had to have people's executed in the electric chair for
and Mark Linn-Baker as 'Trinity attention before you could teach
the capital offense of being broke
Moses' and 'Fatty the Bookie' are them anything. After all, an adult
there is no reason to try evoking
nicely ridiculous as two of the audience is no different then the pity. He knew all along that
crooks. They come rambling on children who watch Sesame Street something was wrong with
stage and .spend the first few —you can't let them know that Mahagonny but stayed anyway. If
minutes of the play standing in
smoky confusion like Didi and
Gogo in Waiting (or Godot. With
their wildly padded costumes and
the'ii white-face make-up they are
indeed Eun. The third member of
the terrible trio, June Gable as
'Widow Begbick,' is a bit too much
on the harsh side, a little too difficult to laugh <u.
When the city .'• founded, the
stage takes (in its proper form for
the play, a boxing ring made out of
a, junkpile. The boxing match
begins: Mahogonny vs. Mahagonny, or Man vs. Man. The Narrator,

anything, there should be a feeling termission? Yes. Are the actors
of escape or release from a world watching the audience? No, they
watch an imaginary silent movie
without God, a true Hell.
The climax of the play is Brecht projected above the audience's
at his most startingly didactic. That heads. Hawkers stroll through the
criminals should found the ultimate audience selling candy. There is a
capitalistic society and that they lot of fun-potential here but the
should conclude, "The man audience is not placed in the right
without money is the worst kind of atmosphere to partake of it. They
criminal to be found on the face of are accustomed to buying season
the earth," is cause for the subscriptions and reverently sitting
audience to take notice. But they in the dark wearing coats and ties,
will naturally take notice without or dresses. This problem could be
being hit over the head with it. solved if Yale Repertory Theatre
Such things as the symbolic self- would carefully read the passages
destruction of the city in a war of by Brecht which they quote as
program notes. One of his more
placards are just too blatant.
One of the most successful noteworthy remarks is that, "The
things in the production points out demoralization of our theatre
its biggest problem. At one point audiences springs from the fact
the Narrator sells tickets to the that neither theatre nor audience
actors to sit on benches and gaze has any idea what is supposed to go
toward the audience. Is it in- on there."

Arts Calendar
cont. from page 11
Amherst, Mass. If you are a visual artist, performer, crafts
person or writer this is your chance to .participate in the largest arts
festival in New England. You have until January 15 to apply for the
1979 New England Artist Festival and Showcase which will be held
the weekend of May 11, in Northhampton, Mass. The festival is
sponsored by the Arts Extension of the Division of Continuing
Education at the University of Mass, at Amherst, in cooperation
with the Valley Advocate newspaper. Applications may be obtained
by calling (413) 545-2013, or by writing to the Arts Extension
Service, Box 321, North Amherst, Mass. 01059.

Plays
y Albums
u

WRTC will play the following albums each weekday in their entirety
at 4:00 pm
Tuesday, December S: Bliss Band, "Dinner with Raul"
Wednesday, December 6: King of Hearts, "Close But No Guitar"
Thursday, December 7 s Jethro Tull (live), "Bursting Out" (First
record)
Friday, December 8, Jethro Tull (live,) "Bursting Out" (second
record)
Monday, December 11: Dire Straits

Make The Move To Legion Packagel
For The Lowest Prises available anywhere
on Beer, Wines, and hard Liquor.
for the holidays
during December

Book Review

we will be featuring wine
and liquor gift boxes
from as low as $5.00 to $50.00.

A Friend's
Memorium
cont. from page 11
have always gone into the military
to "make a man" out of themselves.
But in a real way, military men
never grow up. Jones never grew
up. There is a part in all of us that
never wants to grow up. And that is
to what Jones appeals..
James Jones knew about that
ambivalence. He couldn't, articulate it as such. But he wrote it
so that the reader could JeeJ it. And
he lived his life so that those
around him could feel it also. He
gave Americans a chance to be
vicarious, to put the "real world"
avt.ij i , i

few hours.
is enough <t« that we

a

Easy Budget Terms Arranged
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINGE 1938

mpurn
Educational Center

Call Days Evenings & Weekend;

101 Whitney Ave.
New Haven, cr. 06511
789-1169
800 Silver Lane
East Hartford, Ct. 06] IB
568-7927
•or Information About Other Centers
In Major US Cities & Abroad
Outside NY State
CfkLL TOLL FREE: 800-223-17«

An excellent gift idea for the person
who has everything!
Just a 5 minute walk will
make all the difference to you.

Why Wait!

90-n VERNON ST.

TRINITYCOLLEGE

BgOA P S T ~ ~ ~ ~
• FRIENDLVS

~k LEGION PACKAGE
WASKIN

Join The the Legion!!
Legion Package Store
297 Washington St.,
Hartford, Ct.
next to Pizza Plus

247-5639
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Announcements
Folk Society
The Trinity Folk Society will be
having a meeting this coming
Thursday. It will be held at 216 New
Britain, Apt. C-4. The purpose of
the meeting will be to discuss
future activities and to listen to a
tape of a group we may hire.

St. A's "Circles"
This
Thursday
evening,
December 7, at 8:30pjn., St.
Anthony Hall will host an informal
discussion on: The Contemporary
Scene in China—or What are They
Doing to Mao? Guest professors
Vohra and Gastmann will take part
in the discussion, which will be

held in the living room of the Hall,
340 Summit Street. All are invited.

East Anglia
University of East Anglia Exchange
Students interested in this
exchange with a British university
for the 1979-80 academic year or for
the Spring of 1980 are reminded to
read the information in the maroon
binder in the Office of Educational
Services and to obtain a copy of the
procedure sheet for applying
during the month of January.
Applications must be submitted by
March 1, 1979, even if the
applicant is interested in participating during Spring 1980 only.
Interested applicants might also

wish to speak to a UEA student
here on exchange this year, Adrian
Higgs, or Trinity students who
were at UEA last year: Lynn
Butterfield, Deborah Cushman,
Cindy Flanagan.

Williams Program
Applications from students who
wish to participate in this program
either semester of the 1979-80
academic year are due in the Office
of Educational Services and
Records on December 12, 1978.
More information about the
program is also available in one of
the orange binders in the Office of
Educational Services Reading
Room.

Mountaineering #Q.

that Reading Days this term are
from December 13-15. As is noted
Undergraduate classes on Monday, in the Handbook, P. 89, the reading
December 11, 1978, will follow the days are designed for academic
normal Friday class schedule purposes. Therefore, "The College
format. Undergraduate classes on will not
schedule...support,
Tuesday, December 12, 1978, will sanction, or condone social
follow the normal Thursday class activities planned by any student,
schedule format. These changes for group or organization to take place
these two days are necessary in during this period." This statement
order that exactly 13 weeks of each also applies to the exam period.
class cycle will be held this
semester. Tuesday, December 12, is
the last day of undergraduate
The Office of Student Services is
classes for the term.
looking for any students who will
be in the area during Christmas
vacation to work at the Front Desk
The Dean of Students Office and Post Office. Any trained or
reminds the Trinity Community untrained worker who is interested
should contact the office by
December 12. Training will be
provided if it is necessary.

Last Classes

Job Opening

Reading Days

LORE & LEGEND
itaineering' is an
oral tradition. Over
the years, it has
been passed down
^from teacher to
Xiupil, father to son, package
store owner to customer. As a
result, a folklore - a mythology, if you will - has formed
around the mountains of
Busch. You, being a student
of mountaineering, no doubt
wish to acquaint yourself with
'these truths and half-truths,
these stories both accurate
and apocryphal. A wise decision And, as luck would have
it, this ad is just the ticket.
One of mountaineering's
earliest legends is Bennington
BaxtBr-Banningtan Adventurer,
international bon vivant and
inventor of the phrase "your
check is in the mail" it was he
who perfected the finer points
of expedition financing. While
other mountaineers resorted
to such bizarre extremes as
gainful employment, Bennington subsidized assaults on the
Busch mountaintop with creative economics. An amalgam
of paper schemes, franchised
dreams, dummy corporations
and corporate dummies kept
him in clover for nigh on 20
[ fiscal years. Asked at thg
culmination of his

"I can make you a mathematical model, baby!' Talk
about your wildlife!
But when looking for
sheer courage, W. Dexter
Poole must rank in lore
among the top mountaineers. Pond, of saying "The
road to truth goes through
bad neighborhoods" Poole
enjoyed skirting with
danger and approached
mountaineering as a test of
survival skills. In his most
famous challenge, Poole,
equipped only with 50 waterproof matches and a major credit
card, parachuted into a remote
area known as Cleveland. He
was up to the task. Within 34
hours, Poole was basking under the hot sun of
Antibes, downing the
smooth, cold, refreshing
. mountains of Busch Beer.
A credit to his
colleagues
and a colleague on
credit.
What
becomes
a legend
most?
That

"Before the evening -ma ever, several of thorn
were b a l i n g tlm &Utta nil«k

career to reflect upon the secret of success, Bennington •
revealed his first rule: "Keep
all your assets liquid!'
Another frequent sHobject
of mountaineering lore is
the wildlife. Numerous
tales abound, but perhaps
the most famous story is
that of the 1973 Muncie
Mathematics Convention. All
75 prodigies, whiz kids and
befuddled geniuses initiated
an after hours expedition.
It began harmlessly enough.
But soon, the Busch mountaineers reached the Mobius
Strip, a racy nightspot catering
to highbrow hijinks. Before the
evening was over, several of
them were bending the slide
rules. Others were smoking big
cigars and teHing every woman
in sight they were agents with
,-an eye for figures, claiming,,. .•,.•

Professor Michael Sacks of the
Sociology Department will be
speaking in Wean Lounge.
December 6 at 8:00p.m. The title of
his speech will be "Population
Change and Family Relations: A
Talk and Discussion with Policy
Implications."

Hillel News
Un -December 7, 7:30p.m, in
McCook Auditorium, Hillel will
sponsor "Sallah", an Israeli social
and political satire. Admission is
free and all are welcome to attend.

Guest Lecturer
Hillel will sponsor a lecture by Joel
Rosenberg of the Department of
Religion, Wesley an University. The
lecture will be held December 11 at
8;00p.m. in The Faculty Club, and
it will be entitled "The Jewish Folk
Tale."

Career Info
Qn Thursday, December 7 at
7:30p.m. in Wean Lounge, Jeffrey
Partridge of Aetna Life and
Casualty will speak on how to
prepare for interviews.

Soviet Jewry
Sister Ann Gillen. Executive
Director of the National Interreligious Task Force on Soviet
Jewry will speak on the "Women's
Plea For Soviet Jews" on
December 11 at Beth El Temple.
West Hartford; at 7:30p.m. 6 '['•'•'

Panel
cont. from page 2

is (one) a matter of subjective
judgment and (two) in a constant state of flux. Keep in mind
legends are created every day. So
when you flex your mountaineering muscles, be
true to the tradition. At best,
you'll be part
of history.
At least,
you'll be a
near-myth.

'Mountaineering is the science and art of drinking Busch. The term originates due to the Bxtcmy, iqrpeate sportedty the
label outside and perpetuates due to the cold, naturally refreshing taste inslda. The aixwajroui^^
of t M r exploits aralegendaiy, any similarity to artoal people, living or
. :

Don't just reach for a "beer.

Lecture

BUSCH

Head for the mountains.

fewer resources. "With better
planning and positioning of solar
methods, we could hope to cut our
needs in half," she claimed.
Markham suggested planned
zoning and consturction of solar
units as potential checks on an
energy crisis.
William Ellis followed Sister
Markham and expressed pleasure
at how few differences appeared in
their outlooks and energy
predictions. Ellis, whose company
supplies electricity to eighty
percent of the staae, discussed the
progress which Connecticut lias
made in the use of nuclear
reactors. Noting the continual use
of energy in these times of social
and industrial growth, Ellis emphasized that "the demand for
electricity has outstripped all
others."
In discussing future energy
needs, Ellis preferred to deal with
narrow time periods rather than
the long range predictions of
Markham. He stressed that
presently, electric capacity in the
state is adequate to meet ucniand.
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More Sports
Ice Hockey At Trinity
A History- Part Two
By Nick Noble
with Prep School hockey exAt the close of the First World perience, George Lunt and Lucky
War there was not much of any Callen, were motivated enough to
Winter Sports activity at Trinity. organize an Ice Hockey Club.
Basketball had fallen on rough Using the Choate Rink in
times and Ice Hockey was non-Wallingford, Trinity defeated an
existent. The squash facilities had Amherst All-Star Intramural Team
yet to be constructed, and basically 4-3, but lost to the Wesleyan
all Trinity students could do with Varsity 7-3 and to a New Haven
their snowbound time was study Semi-Pro Squad 10-0. The team
and raise hell.
wore football jerseys loaned them
In 1921 there was talk of hockey by the Athletic Department.
The following winter there was
in the Tripod, as a few Trinity men
buckled on blades and took to the less interest among the Trinity
frozen ponds of winter, but it was student body, but a team was
just talk. Then in the winter of 1931- collected and they practiced and
scrimmaged at the Loomis School
32 things started cooking.
A handful of Prep School Rink in Windsor. Still, a lack of
outside
hockey players entered Trinity, numbers prevented
and they began agitating gently on contests that year.
In 1956-57 another Prep School
hehalf of hockey facilities at
Trinity. In a report of the Board of puckster came to Trinity as a freshFellows dated October of the man. His name was Throop Bergh,
following academic year, the and he arranged a hockey game
construction of a "natural" ice between Trinity and Wesleyan to
hockey rink was recommended. be played in Wallingford. Halfway
The Tripod of December 13, 1932 through the contest the Trinity fans
reported the completion of such a loudly and boisterously protested
rink "just south of the flagpole", an official's call, and a massive riot
and informal intramural hockey broke out. Shortly afterwards the
College ordered the disbanding of
competition was underway.
But although the nucleus of the Trinity hockey team in order to
hockey interest at Trinity was avoid future incidents.
strong, it was still quite small, and
There was no organized hockey
lack of numbers made outside at Trinity for a full year. Then in
contests impossible. Only one was 1958-59 Bergh, Mai Lloyd, and Bill
played, in 1938 against West- Polk got together with a handful of
minster, and the Bantams battled talented Preppie skaters and tried
bravely to a 3-3 tie.
it again. Alvin Reinhart, an
Another war halted hockey engineering Professor at Trinity
action on the Summit, for a time, and a former All-American hockey
and interest among Trinity men star at St. Lawrence University
was dormant until the mid-1950's. volunteered to coach the club, and
At that time talk was bandied in their premier season they were 0about concerning the possible 2, losing to both Simsbury and
flooding of the Tennis Courts for Wesleyan. The following season
intramural hockey play, but while a they managed a tie with Wesleyan,
few informal stabs again were and were outfitted in numbered
made, nothing much came of it all. jerseys by the Athletic Department
In 1954-55 two Trinity students as a sign of recognition.

In 1960-61 Trin Athletic Director
Ray Oosting budgeted $300 for the
fledgling Bantam hockey program,
and this helped immeasurably with
the Loomis Rink Ice rental fees.
The team's record that winter was
1-2, and they were coached by J.
Penn Hargrove, the manager of the
college bookstore and a former
Brown defenseman in 1930.
The
Trinity
Hockey
Association was established after
the 2-4 season of '61-62. The next
winter the Association ^ a s
presented with a gift of $300 from
Bill Polk's mother, and they elected
center Peter Dunkle as their
President.
Hargrove's new
Assistant Coach was Captain Jack
Birnkammr of Trinity's Air Force
RCTC program, and a former St.
Lawrence star.
In February of '63 Trinity
defeated Wesleyan 4-3 at Hartford's Colt Park, in what the
Courant recognized as the first
Intercollegiate Hockey game ever'
played in Hartford. The victory
also inaugurated Trinity's first
demanding ten game hockey
schedule, and the Bantams' final
record was a respectable 5-5,
Trinity Hockay was on its way.
Under Hargrove and Birnkammer Trinty had sortie respectable
records over the next few years,
including a 6-3 mark in '66. In 1967
Bill Berry was coach and the
Bantams' fashioned a fine 8-2
season.
The Golden Age of Trinity
Hockey was yet to be, however.
Men like Ray Batson, Fred
MacColl, and John Dunham .would
motivate and guide Trinity's
ascendence into the firmament of
Hockey excellence over the next
ten years; but that is for another
time.

AUTUMNAL ATHLETIC
4ckickirk*ick*ickirk* A W A R D S

Pat McNamaray All-American
Trin Places Five On All-Star Squad
Junior wide receiver Pat Me
Namara of the Trinity Bantams was
named to the Kodak College
Division All-American first team
yesterday.
McNamara led to entire nation
in receptions this past season
setting a New England record with
67 catches in 8 games. He also set
Trinity records accumulating 1,024

yards receiving and collaring ele- outstanding job calling the Trinity
ven touchdown passes.
defense, and provided that unit
Five Trinity football players with fine leadership.
were awarded berths on the
Offensively four players were
Eastern College Athletic Con- , acknowledged. Center Tom
ference Division HI New England Johnson's four year career of
All Star Team.
dedicated interior line labor was
Defensively, linebakcer Joe rewarded with an All-Star berth!
Delano, Trinity's leading tackier, QB Mike Foyer New England's
received the honor. He did an premier passer, was a shoe-in for
the field general spot. John Flynn,
the team captain and the Bantams'
leading rusher and scorer was an
All-Star running back. Pat
McNamara, the nation's leading
wide receiver, was a deserved a AllStar at that position.
Kent Reilly and Rob Calgi, co- Eugene Shen Most Valuable Player
captains of this year's outstanding Award for 1978. Ted Murphy was
Waterpolo Team, were both named recipient of the TeichmannThis past fall 103 Varsity
named to the NCAA Division II Msyer Most Improved Trophy.
letters were awarded in five Varsity
Murphy and Mike Hinton, the sports. These include twenty-eight
All-East Waterpolo Team.
. 's third fading seorer, were seniors, seven managers, and
Calgi, this season's highscorer,
who along with Reilly also coached ei' •ivrf.Co-v.,dpt;;>ns of next year's nineteen Gold Award winners for
the '78 Ducks, was awarded the ' Vfv hiolo wonders.
Arf. V.vii.v '.r.tfers in a single

Waterpolo Honors

Calgi, Reilly All-East
Calgl MVP

Letters

TRIPOD SPORTS BEFORE CHRISi
| Tripod Sports, in the issues of Dec. 12 tnd 19, besides covering all
i the ln-acrion Winter teams, will preview the up-coming seasons of
I Women's So- ish. Men's Swimming, and the efforts of the Trinity
I u T h e fltlal
" "
installment of Trinity's hockey history will
^ert, and aU fall sports awards and honors will be duly

L
h

By Nick Noble
rebounds. She too played an exLast Tuesday, November 28, cellent game, handling the ball well
the Women's Basketball Team and driving hard, towards the
scrimmaged Mattatuck Com- basket.
Kathy Crawford (9), Lisa
munity College in Unit A of the
Ferris Athletic Center. Three 15 Bourget (9), and Tracy Partridge
minute periods and one five minute (8), rounded out the Bantam
final frame were played. Trinity scoring attack. The Trinity bench
ended up on the short end of a 48- showed considerable depth, and
things seem to bode well for the
47 score.
Trinity's shooting from the floor season ahead. Last night they
was cold, but part of that could be scrimmaged Eastern, and tonight
attributed to the Thanksgiving they take on UHart in their final
layoff. Still, they rebounded pre-season, scrimmage.
aggressively, and their freethrowing was impressive.
P.E. REGISTRATION
|
Kathy Schlein turned in a fine |
for 3rd Quarter
•:•:
performance as a fast moving, :•:•
Dec. 4-Dec. 12
$
hustling, play-making guard. •j
Trinity's leading scorer was Co- S
9a.m.-Noon
$
Lobby of Ferris Center
ig
Captain Sue Levin, who put' in •:-.
eleven points and collected six

Women Fencers In
Wheaton Tournament
Three Trinity fencers travelled
to Wheaton on Saturday morning
to participate in a Tournament for
the New England Division Women
Fencers.
Marianne
Miller,
Janice
Wilkos, and Rowena Summers
were the Trinity entrants. The,
Tournament lasted from 8a.m. to
3p.m., and some outstanding
fencing was seen.
Wilkos was triumphant in the
first round, but when she advanced
to the second she met up with a
superior opponent who dominated
their clash. Summers also ad-

vaiiced into the second .round,
where she too fell, but her bouts
were consistently close and exciting, as she often went "la belle"
against her opponent.
Miller went all the way to the
semi-final round with a fine display
of fencing, but she too was bested
before reaching the finals.
Still, it was a more than
respectable showing for the Trinity
Women fencers, and when the
regular season opens next week,
featuring both Men's and Women's
Foil, they should give a commendable performance.

I I
On Dec. 12 (Tuesday night)
from 9pm-1am
A Semi-Formal Dance in Hamlin Hall
Featuring Audio-Tex "Disco-Rock"
TICKETS $2.00 each '

Inexpensive Bar-Hard Uquorand Beer
Proceeds to benefit the
Trinity College Baseball Team,
in their endeavors both down South and
up North this Spring.

Support your Baseball Team!
a tickets on sale at Mather or available
from any member of the Baseball Team.

BEER KEGS =
ALL BRANDS
ALWAYS COLD
ALWAYS IN STOCK

.TO-rt

Eighty TV letters were also
awarded, iiitiUilmg one for a
manger. All told over 250 Trinity
students participated in organized
Varsity, JV, and Club Sports
(Waterpolo, Women's Soccer,
Rugby, etc.) this past autumn.
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Women's Basketball Scrimmage

***************

Football Honors

-

Kathy Schlein looks to pass against Mattatuck.

WI0BJVR
Faaturitij Hartford's fines.
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Women's Swimming Optimistic About 1978-79* Season
Trinity's Women's Swim Team
practice is underway and Coach
Chet McPhee is optimistic about
the team's first varsity season. With
a large group of freshmen in addition to experienced vererans, the
team will no longer be lacking
depth. The team's strongest asset
will lie in the leadership of cocaptains Joy Tomlinson and Lanier
Drew. Tomlinson's main strengths
will be in the butterfly and freestyle
events, while Drew, who will be
returning next semester from Italy,
has the versatility to swim almost
any event.
Denise Jones will also be

returning in the breaststroke events
this year. This will probably one of
the strongest events for the team as
Jones will be helped out in this area
by three other freshmen: Torey
Aronow, who is also showing
promise in the 200 freestyle event;
Laurie . Montano; and Gail
Goldbloom, also a contender for
freestyle events.
Annie Montgomery ('81) and
Tini Peiser ('82) should be able to
hold off most challengers in the
backstroke events. Montgomery is
a member of the record-holding
medley relay team while Peiser has
already nicked the school record in

the 100 yd. backstroke in a
scrimmage last Friday.
Where last year the filling of the
spots in the distance events
sometimes proved futile, this year
the supply is virtually overwhelming. There are six swimmers
who can swim anywhere from the
100 yd. to the 500 yd. freestyle
events. These include returners
Leigh Mountford and Sue
Vuylsteke (away this semester at
Wheaton) and freshmen Betsy
OHerron, Margot Tamany, Karen
Miller, and Joan Sinisgalli.
Also returning this season are

Gail Alwang and Beth Young. Both
Ahvang and Young swim a number
of events in the freestyle category
which Coach McPhee will utilize to
the full extent. Rounding out the
team are sophomore
Jean
Crawford and freshman Deanna
Lund and divers Beth Shipley and
Janet Rathbun.

Coach McPhee feels that with
the combination of experienced
veterans
and
promising
newcomers, women's swimming
will enjoy their best season to date
this year. The women will open
their 78-79 season this Friday night
with a meet against Conn. College
(away) at 7p.m.

Men's Varsity Squash
Readies For Winter

By Dick Dahling
If there was one phrase that
could describe the prospects for
this year's varsity Squash team,
"cautious optimism" would fit the
bill. The team is eager to improve
on last year's mediocre 8-7 record,
which can be attributed mainly to
the loss of two top players due to
injuries,
"We have more raw talent this
year at Trinity than in any other
previous year" states varsity coach
George Sutherland. "We, however,
do have a number of young players,
so the experience factor will also
be important in determining the
final outcome of the season."
Sutherland's hopes are riding
on the returning players, in addition to a strong freshman contmgent. Juniors Page Lansdale and
Rob Dudley will be able to provide
a great deal of leadership for the
team, as they combine not only raw
talent but also solid experience in
playing competitive squash. Also
returning is senior Andy Storch

who was injured las season. Two
sophomores round out those
returning from last year, Jamie
Webb and Rich Kermond.
The Class of '82 will have four
members on the varsity. Without
question, Freshman Mark Talbott
will provide the team with its
greatest strength. Talbott is the
current 1978 National Junior
Squash Champion. "Mark is
without doubt the finest squash
player Trinity has ever had '"
remarked Sutherland. Already
this year, Talbott has beaten.
Princeton's No. 1 player in a
tournament which he went on to
win. Talbott will fill Trinity's No. 1
position this year, which alone will
improve the team a good deal over
last season. Other freshman varsity
members include Pete DeRose,
Chris Morphy, and Jack Scott.
As in past years, Trinity will
play highly competitive schools,
including Princeton, Yale, Dartmouth, Williams, and also, a

practice match against Harvard
next week. A new event this year
will pit Trinity against Dartmouth,
Navy, and a yet to be determined
4th team in a. round-robin match.
Trinity opens the regular season
at home on January 19th against
Dartmouth. The. Bantams will be
eager to avenge' last year's 7-2 loss.
M.I.T. will be the next opponents
for Trinity on January 23rd, again
at home. MJ.Ti has not been that
strong over the years so the
Bantams should do well against
them. However, ' the following
matches against Amherst (Jan. 24)
and Yale (Jan. 30) will be much
tougher, serving to indicate just
how well Trinity might perform
during the rest of the season.
Sutherland hopes that in addition to the great raw talent of the
team, his emphasis on conditioning,
patience,
and
development' of strategy will help
give the team an extra edge when
they face this year's competition.

Trin Wrestlers Hang Tough
With Struggling Program

by Nick Noble
The Trinity Varsity Wrestling
Team opened a none-too-promising
season by dropping a pair of meets
to Norwich and Bridgewater this
past Saturday. The Norwich score
was 28-16, the Bridgewater tally
34-21.
But Trinity, with only eight
wrestlers on their pre-Christmas
roster in seven weight classes,
were forced to forfeit three events,
and thus gave up 18 points to each
opponent before the matches had
even begun. So in head to head
grappling competition, Trinity actu?lly came out on the winning side
of both scores, 16-10 and 21-16, the
Bantams taking four of each seven

meets wrestled with their respective competitors.
Three Trinity wrestlers are
undefeated so far. They are
Captain John O'Brien, Helmut
Bittlingmeyer, and Dan Bradshaw.
The other stalwarts on the Trinity
roster are Eric Lewis, Mark Malkovich, Peter Smith, and Glen
McLellan.
Although the team will be
joined by Co-Captain David Brooks
after Christmas, they still will have
to forfeit the three lower weight
classes unless new stars come to
light. When faced with the option
of closing the team down or playing
out a season with next to no chance
of victory against any team with

depth, the Bantam wrestlers chose
to continue with the season as
scheduled.
Coach Mike Darr is pleased
with the performance of the
necleus he has now, and one has to
admire their dedication and their
love for wrestling. Despite the 18
point deficit, the Trinity team looks
to be extremely competitive in the
matches they do wrestle, and
should offer some excitement to
watch.
Tonight they take on WPI away,
and on Saturday afternoon at 1:00
they tackle John Jay here on the
Summit. Travel on over to Ferris
and take a look at the Bantam
grapplers in action.

Sports Scene From The Summit
by Nick Noble
This will be a short piece, intended mainly as a gesture of thanks to the many behind-the-scenes
people who have enabled the Tripod Sports section do its job this past fall.
Mr. Karl Kurth, Mesdames Fish, Zyla, and Renshaw.and the entire Athletic Department Staff are
to be thanked for their cooperation and assistance. Special thanks here to Fearless Frank Marchese,
who offered consistently good advice, opening my eyes to number of new ideas, and to Cheerful
Chester McPhee, who allowed this reporter to use his office and comfortable couch as a base of
operations on the Ferris front.
Mr. Peter Knapp, the college archivist, is to be acknowledged for his aid in obtaining research
materials for the sports histories. To Randy Pearsall and Jon Lester, both already heralded in this
column last month, I owe a debt of gratitude, (and more than a little money).
Many thanks also to Amy Polayes and Lois Ordway, who took the time to take a lot of good pictures
for me when I needed them; to Carol McKenzie for the loan of her camera time and again to a spastic
photographer (me); and to Scott Leventhal and Suwathin Phiansunthon, who admirably supressed
giggles as they developed the stuff I took.
Finally thanks to Nancy Lucas: the bestl
And, of course, to T.T.T. Barton, Esq., without whom the Head of the Charles would have been a
drag.

A smiling Women's Swimming Captain, Joy Tomlinson, observed
by freshman Deanna Lund [left],
photo by Amy Polayes

JV Hoopsters
Handle Engineers 86-67
By Anthony FischettI
Sparked by Angel Martinez' 26
points, the JV Basketball team
overcame some first half doldrums
and powered past MIT, 86-67,
Saturday night. Trinity's opening
night win over the feisty Engineer
team was sealed when the Bants
ran off a 16-2 scoring skein to open
the second half.
Obviously outclassed, the
visitors continually fed forward
Dave Detlefs for short jumpers
inside the key, as the Bantams
jumped out to an early 8 point
advantage. With point guard
Claude Sangiolo running the offense, and getting the ball inside to
Bob Craft (16 points), it seemed as
if the hosts would put the game
away by the half. Some helterskelter play, turnovers, and a 3

point play allowed the Engineers to
crawl back, however, and at the
intermission, they trailed by only
36-34.
Trinity came out running' to
start the final half, and buried their
opponents under an avalanche of
fast-breaking baskets. With Craft
snaring the rebound off the
defensive boards, and quickly
pitching the outlet pass to
Sangiolo, who would get it ahead to
Martinez for an uncontested
jumper, the Bants flew out to a 16
point cushion. Tony Pace and S ott
Taylor (10 points) also aided in the
spurt, as the game quickly turned
into a rout.
The Jayvees next take to the
floor tomorrow night at 6:00, in a
prelim to the varsity tilt, with
Amherst furnishing the opposition.

^Bantam Sports Shortsl
1
|
Trin-UHart Tourney
December 8 & 9 at Trinity, featuring the Bantams, Wesley an,
UHart, and Central Conn. State. General Admission $2,00, Trin
students FREE with ID.
Friday, Dec. 8 - 7:00 PM - Central vs. UHart
9:00 PM - Trinity vs. Wesleyan
Saturday, Dec. 9 - 6:00 PM - Consolation
8:00 PM-Finals

Rugby Meeting
There will be a meeting of the
Trinity Rugby Club on Wednesday, December 6,,at 8p.m. in
the Committee Room, Mather
Campus Center. Winter and
Spring activities will be
discussed. Anyone interested in
playing Rugby this Spring is
welcome to attend. For further
information contact the Trinity
Rugby Club, Box 1871.
'•&

Intramural
Deadline
December 12th is the deadline
for all Intramural Basketball,
Women's Volleyball, and Co-Ed
Badminton rosters to be submitted to Norm Graf at the,
Ferris Athletic Center.

Ski Class
P.E. 142 - SKIING registration is open right now on a first come first
served basis. The class begins Jan.
18th and runs every
Thursday night for 6 weeks (excluding Open Period). Interested
students should sign up at Jane MiHspaugh's office anytime.
Checks must be included when registering. The course will be
$47.00 including "lesson, free skiing, and transportation. All
information is in Jane MiHspaugh's office at Ferris Athletic Center.

.V
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Men's Basketball Masters M.I.T. 72-61 In Season Opener
By John Mayo

Just as last spring the young
Blue Devils of Duke captured the
hearts of Basketball fans everywhere, this winter Trinity hopes to
excite their fans in the same way,
with youth, with hustle, and with
winning.
Saturday night they took a
small step in the right direction
before a large crowd, as the
Bantams upended MIT 72-61 in
their season opener. With eight
freshmen on the squad and four
first year starters, this team may go
down in history as the Baby Bants,
but over the next four years Trinity
Basketball should climb to a
superior level. The freshmen
recruited last spring can play, and
play well.
The only veteran that did any
major damage for Trinity was
junior Barry Shendell, who
threaded the nets for 16 first half
points and 22 for the evening. The
• • ; sharpshooter's points came on an
assortment of lavups, jumpers, and
free-throws (4-4).
Shendell was assisted in the first
frame by freshman Roger Couto's 8
points and frosh John Meaney's
three buckets. Meaney, the starting
point guard, also led the squad with
3 assists and 3 steals in the first
twenty minutes.
Shendell scored the first four
points of the contest on a long
jumper and a pair of free throws.
M.I.T. countered with 8 unanswered points to take the lead.
They held this lead until the four
..... _, minute mark when ShendeU again
scored to give Trinity a 29-28 lead.
However, 67" freshman center
Karl Rapp had to leave the lineup
at this point when he picked up his

third personal foul.
At intermission the Bantams
trailed by only a single point, 36-35,
but they could have built up a
sizeable lead had Rapp avoided
foul trouble. He intimidated his
opponents into several poor shots
and blocked three others. Rapp's
backup, 6'10" freshman Steve
Bracken, did a creditable job as a
reserve.
The first half shooting stats
were virtually even, Trin from the
floor was just under 50% (14-30)
while MIT shot slightly over the
halfway mark at 15-29, The Bantams missed on only one free throw
(7-8) as opposed to the 6-9 shooting
of the visitors from the charity
stripes.
Overall Trinity's zone press was
effective. At times MIT converted
easy lay-ups off the press, but more
often they threw the ball away or
were forced to play at a faster
tempo than they wanted.
In the second half Trinity
again scored the initial four
points. Baskets by Couto and
freshman forward Joe Stasyszyn
gave the home team a 39-38 lead,
which they never relinquished. At
the ten minute mark Trinity upped
their lead to 11, and from this point
it was evident that MIT would go
home losers. Trinity was now
content to match baskets with MIT
down the stretch.
In the final twenty minutes
Trinity got balanced scoring from
Meaney (9), Couto (8), Stasyszyn
(8), and Shendell (6). Overall,
Couto (16), and Meaney (15) along
with Shendell (22) were in double
figures.
Besides the shooting of
Shendell, Meaney's numerous

Barry Shendell [11] was Trin's high scorer on the night with 22 points. Here he plays defense along
with John Meaney [14], Joe Stasyszyn [20], Roger Couto [25], and Dave Smith [32]. photo by Charles Rosenfield
steals, pretty passes, and floor
leadership were crucial. Also,
strong defense and 16 quiet points
from Roger Couto were important.
The steals, rebounds, and clutch
points provided by Stasyszyn were
extremely helpful, and sophomore
Dave Smith did some fine work in
the waning minutes.
It was a good showing for
Trinity Basketball. The potential is

there. Trinity may suffer through a
number of losses this season, but
the young players will get some
invaluable experience. It is only a
matter of time before Coach Doyle ,
and his boys start to roll in the
victories. Trinity Basketball should
be a force to be reckoned with in
the future.
Monday night Trinity travelled
to Clark for an important contest

against a very formidable team.
How well the squad does in
Worcester may very well determine the degree of success that
Trinity will enjoy this winter.
On Wednesday night, December 6, tomorrow, the Lord Jeffs of
Amherst visit Ferris, and this
Friday and Saturday nigfits trinity
hosts the annual Trin-UHart
tourney. Hartford will again be the
favorite.

Trinity Hockey Splits Premier Pair
By Nancy Lucas
The Trinity
Invitational
Tourney involving Amherst,
UConn, Wesleyan, and the
Bantams took place this weekend.
!
' TfVn*4 record for the tournament is
1-1: they lost a squeaker to Amherst,
4-3 on Friday night, and kept
Wesleyan's losing streak intact, 7-3,
in Saturday's consolation game.
UConn went on to crush Amherst
in the finals, 8-3.
Last year's leading scorer
George Brickley had a hand in all
three Trin goals, as the Lord Jeffs
topped our Boys from the Hill, 4-3.
Amherst opened the scoring in
the first period, but Bob Plumb
soon replied with one of his own,
assisted by Brickley and Tom
Chase. In the last minute of play in
that period, freshman defenseman
David Roman let loose a blast that
eluded the talented Amherst goalie
and the Bants were up 2-1.
But not for long, as Amherst
came back with three unanswered
goals, putting them ahead 4-2.
Trinity would not give up so easily,
however, and Plumb slammed
home his second of the evening to
bring Trin within one. Although
the final minutes were spent
peppering the Amherst netminder
with shots, time ran out on the
Bantams.
The sluggishness and sometime
sloppy play that plagued the
Bantams on Friday was nowhere to
be" seen on Saturday in their
resounding defeat of Wesleyan,
7-3. Freshman Bob Ferguson
played a fine game at second line
center, forechecking incessantly
and nabbing a goal and an assist in
the process. Tom Keenan, George

Brickley, and Bob Plumb teamed
up to play the solid hockey that
they are so very capable of doing,
and picked up a total of 3 goals and
5 assists. The Trin defense, while
guarding their goalie admirably,
also helped out with the scoring, as
both Dana Barnard and Jack
Slattery scored their first goals of
the young season.
The opening period was all
Trinity. Rick Margenot proved
that his shooting practice pays off
by snagging a satisfying goal, with

Ferguson in on the assist. Fergie
soon followed with one of his own
on a power play, assisted by the
other member of that line, Sam
Gray. George Brickley, continually
robbed the night before, finally got
revenge to close out the first period
scoring. That goal came largely as a
result of a little hustle and the
beautiful pass on the part of Tom
Keenan.
In the second period, the
Bantams lapsed into laziness and a
fired-up Wesleyan crew took the
opportunity to tie the contest at 3-

3. Penalties were Trin's downfall,
as they were a man-down on 4
occasions in that period.
The Bants came out like a
house on fire in the third period,
butskating and outshooting their
opponents, 2340. For the first time
all weekend, they looked like the
championship team they have the
potential of being.
Dana Barnard scored what
proved to be the winning goal on a
slapper from the left point on a
power play. While tempers flared
on both sides, Trin continued to

Bantam goalie Ted Walkowicz makes a sprawling glove save against Amherst Friday night.
Defensemen Dave Martin [left] and Glenn Soudan ready to clear the pack.
l
phot0 by Cha

put pressure on Vasaturo, the
skillful Wes goalie, and finally, off
a Clint Brown face-off, Jack
Slattery shot one through a crowd
to give Trin the insurance they
needed.
In the last five minutes, the
Brickley line showed their scoring
talent by icing the win with two
nore goals, Keenan tipped in
David Roman's blast from the point
to make it 6-3, and Bob Plumb got
his third of the season from
Brickley and. Keenan to close out
the scoring.
There were many players who
didn't get their names in the
scorebook but were instrumental in
the win just the same. Larry
Rosenthal played strong games
both nights, working a regular shift
and killing penalties. Clint Brown
and Rick Margenot also did an
effective job penalty-killing,
continuing in last year's fashion.
Tom Chase, who also played well,
nearly had a goal off the opening
face-off on Saturday, but Vasaturo
was quick enough to nab it before
it tickled the twine.
On defense, freshman Glenn
,Scanlon and partner Dave Martin
were tough and tenacious both
nights, especially against Amherst.
Roman and Slattery had a good
showing versus Wesleyan, as did
Dana Barnard. And goalie Ted
''Wacko'' Walkowicz, walking
with a limp, sure doesn't play with
one, as he turned back 32 and 38
shots, respectively.
The Bants engage in two more
battles before they break for
Christmas, against Quinnipiac on
Monday and vs. Bentley, at HOME,
at 4:30 on Thursday.

